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Abstract 

This naturalistic study examined perceptions regarding circumstances that constituted 

the creation of workpface leaming opportunities by explon'ng issues surrounding direction and 

support of employees' leaming. Ta îhis end, perspectives from executives and front-line 

employees of one for-profit, privately owned organization were explored. 

Data were collected by using semi-stnrctured interviews with two executives and three 

front-line employees. These data were analyzed deductively and inductively in preparation to 

address the research questions. 

This study's findings showed that the organization's executives generalty supported 

employees' leaming by sharing authority to control Ieaming processes and by creating a learning 

atmosphere. 

Recommendations are made to point to areas where support for employees' seif- 

dirededness in leaming for the workplace could be improved in the organization and where the 

literature could be augmented to show management theory and adult learning theory 

interdependence. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTROOUCllON AND OVERWEW 

Some cornpanies supply employees with access to leaming opportunities in the form of 

training and developrnent (T8D) programs to improve individual performance, which, in tum, is 

meant to irnprove and increase organizational effectiveness and efficiency (Gagne & Medsker, 

1996; Kim, 1993; Stamps, 1996). The background information to the study defines T&D and 

provides a sketch of why it has k e n  perceived by some human resource development 

professionals and experts in adult education to be unsuccessful for meeting organizational goals 

(Cosgrove & Speed, 1995; Gayeski, 1996; Geber, 1995; Gordon, 1997; Tomlin, 1997). This 

discussion is followed by the identification of the related, main research questions. This chapter 

ends with definitions of main research terms as they have been operationalized in this study. 

Background 

Because training and development have been considered as two mutually exclusive 

terms by some authors (Certo, 1997; Starke & Sexty, 19%; Wright, Mondy, 8 Noe, 1996), the 

first part of this section deals with training and the second with development, as separate 

entities. The third portion of mis discussion provides an umbrella definition for T&D. 

Training 

Training was defined by Ravid (1987; cited in Marsick, 1987) as a "preplanned 

educational activity, usually designed by the organitation, to further the leaming of employees 

and irnprove work performance" (p. 101). Rothwell and Sredl(1992) considered training to be a 

"short tem leaming intewention intended to establisMt improve-a match between present 

job requirements and individual knowledge, skills, and attitudes" (p. 4). Training has b e n  used 

to bridge performance gaps, or the "distance" between actual and desired performance. These 

gaps are rninimized M e n  employees are abie to leam by attaining the right information at the 

right time and by applying it in the right way to their existing jobs. Training is the organization's 

vehicle for supplying employees with new information in the hope that they will use what they 



have Ieamed to improve real-time or current work practices. It has k e n  mnceived as an 

organizational tool to further organizational efkctiveness and efFiciency by transfoming 

individual leaming outcornes into operational gains at the micro (job) levet of work (Bassi, 1997). 

Development 

Development "involves a longer-term focus that look beyond today and today's job by 

preparing employees to keep pace with the organization as it changes and grows" (Wright, 

Mondy, & Noe, 1998, p. 192). Whereas training is perceived to apply to the currentiy held job or 

micro levels of employee Ieaming, development is cancemed with the macro level because it 

relates to the employee's ability to sustain work within the sarne organization over time (Day & 

Copithome, 1995). Development is an "intemediate-term learning intemention intended to help 

individuals qualify for advancement and thus achieve future career goals" (Rothwell & Sredl, 

1992, p. 5). Developmenta~ programs might help employees to attain promotionç-jobs with 

higher levels of responsibility and compensation wîth upward, verticaf moves through the same 

organization. 

Traininci and Oevelo~rnent 

For the purpose of this study, training and development were considered to be 

inextricably linked because both ternis relate to alf activities wtiich help the ernployee to sustain 

work at any level of the organization. Together, training and development (T&D) act as catalysts 

to irnprove employees as organizational resources (Nadler, 1989; cited in Watkins, 1 995). T&D 

programs are usually implernented to Me& learning; specificalfy, the employee's acquisition of 

knowledge, skills, or attitudes. For this study, T&D is defined as any set of circumstances which 

the Company supplies to facilitate employees' leaming with a view to uftimately effecting 

organizational effectiveness and efficiency. 



Canadian companies have had a history of providing minimal investments into T&D. 

Although most organizations have to provide some fom of on-alejob training for employees who 

are new to a job, many others do not go out of their way to supply T&D which would extend to 

developing the individual at a macro ievd at work Macro level T&D processes help the 

individual obtain promotions into jobs with more responsibility, accountability, and higher levels 

of compensation. Wilson (1 996) pointed out that only about 25% of larger Canadian firms offer 

macro T&D to their empioyees, and those which did tended to focus T&D efforts on those 

employees who were already highly educated (Wright et al., 1998). The following section 

discusses (a) the intended purposes of T&D, and (b) issues surrounding the lack of T&D 

provisioning by many organizations in Canada. 

Pumoses for T8D 

Organizations sponsor T&D programs with a view to irnproving employees' competency 

levels which would, in tum, lead to process improvements because employees should be able to 

do their jobs more effectively and efficientiy after applying Ieaming outcornes. The pnmary 

purpose for T&D is to improve and increase organizational effectiveness and efficiency by first 

improving individual performance and produdivity (Certo, 1997; Starke & Sexty, T 998; Wright 

et al., 1996). 

T&D is also used to transmit Company culture, missions, and goals to employees in order 

create a cohesive work group, one which works together to meet organizational objectives. 

Those companies which make concerted efforts to develop their empIoyees at both micro and 

rnacro levels are actually convincing ernployees to shoulder more responsibility and 

accountabiIity for helping the organization to succeed (Cosgrove & Speed, 1995). Marsick and 

Watkins (1 992, 1996) believed that organizations which supply opportunities for continuous 

learning empower people toward a collective vision to meet organizational goals- Participation in 



company-sponsored T&D programs adivates reinforcement of company culture and goal 

congruency between the employee and the employer. 

T&D Manacrement 

T&D processes in this information age are still seen to be highly infiuenced by 

mechanistic and scientific management techniques which were fostered during the industnal age 

(Bierema, 1996; Rothwell & Sredl, 1992). 00th were highly concemed with the issues of authority 

and control and, specifically, who was able to control whom and w h t  in the workplace. 

Mechanistic management viewed front-line (nonmanagement) workers as extensions of 

the machines on which they worked. Because managers had the authority to control the 

machines, they also perceived that they had the right to control the workers. Ernployees did not 

have the authonty to control any portions of the work process M e n  the philosophy of 

mechanistic management was put into pradice because management thought that they were too 

immature and incbrnpetent to make decisions in this regard- 

The posits under scientific management stated that organizations would be most 

effective and efficient if front-line employees were not able to interfere by making decisions for 

the organization. AI1 decision making for ail facets of the production process was to be done by 

management, those wtio became ultimately accountable for accepting both the positive and 

negative consequences of their decisions. The work environment was charactefized as being 

highly authontarian, with front-line employees deferring to the decisions made by those with 

position power and line authority. The consequence of such an environment was that ernployees 

felt that they were k i n g  separated from their work processes because they no longer had the 

ability to control any segment of their own production. Ernployees were not rnotivated to perforrn 

at higher levels because they felt alienated (Krahn 8 Lowe, 1988) or unable to contribute fully to 

the success of the organization. Scientific management decreased the "stake" employees had in 

the company because they were not accountable for decisions which others had made for them. 



Participative management mitigates the negative consequences of mechanistic work 

schemes and centralized (management) deciSi0~ making by introducing higher degrees of 

decentralkation and empowerment for employees. Participative management, or the balancing 

of decisionmaking power between management and front-line employees, means that 

employees are trusted to make and implement decisions for the company without high Ievels of 

management intervention or direction. Basic participative management tenets and practices are 

seen to motivate employees to perfon at higher Ievels. Employees who are encouraged to help 

manage work processes are more likely to take responsibility and accountability for their adions 

Men they have some decision-mâking power and control Mordeci to them by management 

(Certo, 1997; Starke 8 Sexty, 1998; Wright et al., 1996). Participative management increases the 

ernployees' stake in the organization. 

Employer-controlled T&D programs are now known to be largely ineffective because 

they are still infiuenced by mechanistic management philosophies, wtiich decreases or 

sometimes elirninates ernployees' control over their learning processes (Biererna, 1996; 

Cosgrove & Speed, 1995; Palmer, 1992; Watkins 8 Marsick, 1992). It appears that employees 

might consider learning to be a genuine opportunity only men their needs of achieving some 

authority and control over their learning processes are met. In order for T&D programs to be 

effective, they need to be managed more participatively with a bafance of control between the 

manager and employee or between the 'leacbef' and "leamer"' (Gamson, f 997). "Sole reliance 

on courses, seminars, and other traditional fonns of training is impractical in face of the changing 

nature and scope of leaming needs in today's workforce" (Ravid, 1987; cited in Marsick, 1987, 

p. 105). 

Identification of the Problem 

Garrison (1 997) stated that leamers need to have the authority to cuntrol personal 

learning processes so that they will obtain meaningful knowledge wbich is more likely to be 

applied. Many organizations are not always willing to create a set of circumstances Wich will 



help employees to leam in this regard because (a) managers have a history of being solely 

responsible for determining mat ernployees should leam for the organization, (b) management 

does not believe that employees are comptent or confident enough to choose leaming activities 

which will benefit them and the organization sirnultaneously, and (c) management believes it is 

not the front-line workef s role to decide how the organiration will devefop through ernployees' 

Ieaming. "A critical elernent in detennining the benefits and costs of collaborative programs is 

the assumption of nsk Moving beyond coordination to collaboration requires addressing the 

'terrible Ts of tradition, trust, and turf" (Cox, 1974; cited in Taylor, 1997, p. 10). In spite of al1 

that is offered to them in ternis of T&D, employees might not be willing to participate and persist 

in leaming for the organization because their learning processes might have k e n  overly 

directed by management and because their leaming needs in this regard might not have been 

supported. 

The overriding purpose of this study was to explore how direction and support of front- 

line employees' leaming for the organization was operationalized in one for-profit organization 

which was recognized to be a human resource developrnent leader by both its intemal labor 

force and extemal agencies. The next section identifies the main research question and two 

subquestions used to generate the research for this study. 

Main Research Question and Subauestions 

In order to explore the relationships between direction, support, and learning for the 

wolkp 1 ace, the main research question addressed was: What constiiutes a leaming apport unity 

in the workplace? Underpinning the main inquiry were the foflowing subquestions: 

1. What were the executive managers' perceptions of the circumstances which helped to 

create learning opportunities in regard to direction and support? 

2. What were the front-line employees' perceptions of the circumstances which helped to 

mate leaming opportunities in regard to diredion and support? 



Definitions d T e m s  

The following definitions were emptoyed in this study: 

Leamina o~portunitv: An organizationally sponsored set of cirwrnstances for which the 

leamer wuid acquire new knowiedge, skills, or attitudes. 

Perce~tion: Recognition, appreciation, or understanding of a situation. 

Workplace: An organization that practiced the creation and support of Ieaming 

opportunities for its employees by sponsoring their participation in T&D programs. 

Executive manaaers: Tbe owners of tbe Company; those who were responsible for 

rnaking strategic and fadical operational and hurnan resource management decisions and who 

had line authority or supervisory responsibifity over front-line ernployees. 

Front-line ern~lovees: The employees in the organization who did not have line authority 

over other staff members and who were directly responsible for delivering the company's primary 

services. 

Self-direction: Authority to detennine what needed to be leamed for the organization and 

h m  that leaming would be camed out. 

Sumod: Activities that increase employee confidence and cornmitment to engage and 

persist in leaming for the organization. 



CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THE UTERATURE 

The literature review discusses support mechanisms for leaming, those that are seen to 

increase employees' abilities and motivation to assume more responsibility and accountability for 

creating and implernenting choices for their leaming. Ttie first section explores those factors that 

increase employees' seif-directedness in leaming for the organization- The second section 

provides information regardîng seff-directed fearning, a training and devetopment process that 

r d  ies upon em plo yees' se tf-dirededness. 

Selfdirectedness 

The cnrx of seif-directedness is decision management in learning; the feamer's ability 

(authority) to create choices and to feel an obligation (responsibility) to deal with the 

mnsequences (accountability) resulting from the activation of those choices in a "safe" 

environment (Argyris, 1991 ; Hequet, 1996; Medina, 1995; Piskurich, 1994; Rao, 1995; Zemke & 

Zernke, 7995). It difiers from seifdirected leaming: Setf-directedness is required to 

operationalize self-directed learning (Baskett, 1993; Brockett, 7 994; Garrison, 1 997). The 

following section discusses the factors which increase employees' abilities to "have a say" in 

their leaming processes. This information is documented in two parts: organizational culture and 

leaming leaders. 

Oruanizational Culture 

An organkational culture, which depends upon employee intervention in decision 

making, is more Iikely to allow employee self-direction in managing work and leaming processes. 

Specifically, clan cultures foster the mation of a shared corporate vision between management 

and employees, which feads to stronger feelings of loyalty to the organization. Ostensibly, those 

who work in a clan culture are more likely to go out of their way to meet organizational goals 

(Starke 8 Sexty, 1998). Clan cultures reward employees' cornmitment to the organization 

primarily by promoting from within; consequently, employees sfrongly identify with the 



organization and the values of its top management team. In dan cultures, 'tradition is 

emphasized and long-tirne members of the firm serve as mentors and role models for newer 

mernbers" (p. 577). Clan cultures are considered ta be strong because they 'carefully define the 

way they conduct business and how they will treat ernployees, customers, suppliers, and others" 

(Bamy, 1986; cited in Starke & Sexty, 1998, p. 574). They create a sense of stewardship which 

employees internalize and subsequently operationalize to contribute to organizational 

effectiveness and efficiency. In clan cultures, it is more likely that leaming for the organization 

wilf occur because there are high degrees of goal congruency behveen the organization, 

management, and employees. 

Organizational cultures which support leaming value employee seff-directedness and 

risk taking (Marsick & Watkins, 1993; Rolls, 1995). Employees who have the authority and 

freedom to cuntinuously challenge the status quo are more likely to engage in continuous 

leaming, largely W u s e  there are fewer impediments to their decision making in this regard. 

Management expects to be challenged and believes that the generation of alternative points of 

view is required from âJl types of employees in the organization. There is an acceptance of 

potential conflict and a subsequent willingness to wnsult with others to overcome conflict. A 

culture which fosters goal congruency between the organization and its employees and which 

supports autonomy, decentralized decision making, and belief in action underscores an 

organization's propensity to accept employee intervention in detemining what should be learned 

to effed organizational effediveness and effkiency (Hamis, 1998). Bierema (1 996) supported 

these posits and also believed that organizational cultures which support employees' control of 

personai development reward continual questioning and querying of noms. Additionally, 

employees' 'mistakes" relating to the generation of change are greatly tolerated. 



Job Characteristics Theory 

Hackman and Oldham's (1980) job characteristics theory applies to this study because 

leaming in the workplace is considefed to be a job or at least a job-felated task Schemerhom, 

Hunt, and Osborn (1997) stated that managers create "good" jobs if they can design them in a 

way whicti wiIl inuease the factors of (a) skill variety, (b) task identity, (c) task significance, 

(d) autonomy, and (e) feedback. 

Skill variety is the extent to which a wide (versus narrow) specbcum of ernpIoyeesl skilis 

and talents is needed; the greater the variety of skifls and talents that are required, the higher 

the employee satisfaction with the job. Task identity Is the employee's ôbility to complete a task 

from beginning to end, which Ieads to higher degrees of personal satisfaction, Task significance 

is the degree to which the job is deemed to be important in tenns of its contribution to the 

organization. Task significance relies on emptoyees' abilities to conceptualize h m  the job, at a 

micro level, fits into the "greater &me of things" at a macro levef. For instance, corporate 

trainers would experience high levels of task significance if they perceived their instruction as an 

integral, not an ancillary, component of the entire Company's organizational development 

program. Autonomy is the extent to which the employee is able to choose both M a t  is required 

to do the job and how these tasks are to be camed out Finally, feedback is the degree to which 

the Ieamer recognizes that job outcomes have resulted in some change. 

The significance of Hackman and Oldham's (1 980; cited in Schemerhorn et al., 1997) 

findings is that the "leaming job" can be enriched by improving upon each characteristic, 

provided that the individual has a high need for self4iredionl leaming, and personal 

accomplishment. In tum, intrinsic motivation is increased because meaningfulness and 

responsibility for the outcomes of the work are experienced, and there is knowledge that leaming 

has resulted in a benefit to the organization. 

Some researchers have argued, however, that the relationship between job satisfaction 

and improved performance is tenuous (Starke & Sexty, 1998; Wright, Mondy, & Noe, 1997). 



Ernployees who are highly satisfied with their work conditions in general may not increase their 

productivity because ttiey are satisfied with their current levels of perfmance and because they 

see no need to change. An ernployee's performance is most Iikely to improve if he or she 

perceives that task design within the job meets acceptable, personal standards (Starke 8 Sexty, 

1998). 

Recoanition and Rewards for Leaming 

Fntz (1 997) stated that if organizations fail to recognize and reward top-notch work 

performance, good performers will becorne poor performers and will leave the Company to seek 

recognition and rewards elsewhere. There is also a need to conscientiously recognize and 

possibly reward learning performance as a means for building on leamers' intrinsic motivation to 

engage and persist in leaming for the organization. Field and Ford (1995; cited in Marsick 8 

Nearnan, 1996) stated that m e n  cancentrated efforts are made to congratulate employees for 

challenging the status quo, the organiration itself becomes one which is more adaptable to 

change. Recognition systems, suctt as "ernployee appreciation" events, provide ernployees with 

constant reinforcement so that they think about their workplaœ as a continuous source Of 

learning and development (Bassi, Cheney, & Van Buren, 1997; Marsick & Watkins, 1992). 

Senge (1990a; 1 WOb) added that learning behaviors, especialty the application of leaming, are 

more Iikefy to be reinforced by recognition (cited in Kim, 1990). Zemke and Zemke (1 995) 

insisted that 'Yeedback and recognition should be planned. Leamers need to know what they are 

trying fo acmrnpfish and how they are doing" (p. 34). Concornitantly, the same authors believed 

that leamers' motivation mn be increased by appealing to their need for personal gain in ternis 

of seif-esteern and pleasure. 

Generally speaking, recognition and rewards are seen to have an overall positive 

benefit, if applied properly. Spikes (1 995) beiieved that organizations have a tendency to reward 

employees for "knowing," not for the proces of leaming- This fails to instill the need for 

continuous leaming, as does punishment. Some managers do not tolerate rnistakes that 



ernployees make whife they are pradicing what they have learned, so they apply punishment to 

"make leaming go faster." Wright et al. (1 996) stated that "excessive criticisrn and 

discouragement damages people's self-confidence and sense of worth and reduces their level of 

aspiration" (p. 198). Finally, in terms of reinforcement theory in general, Starke and Sexty (1998) 

commented that the omission of what might be perceived as positive stimuli by leamers is more 

likely to ensure that the behavior will not be repeated- 

Leamina Leaders 

AduIt educators are those individuals wRo have given their consent ta be so (Callendar, 

1992). He also suggested that aduIt educators are transfomed into leaming leaders when they 

also perceive thernselves to be leamers, when they make every situation a learning experience, 

and when they build dernocracy in leaming transactions. Leaming teaders consider students to 

be their "equals"; consequently, they concem themselves with the facilitation of mutual and 

collaborative learning interactions as a means to gain clarity, understanding, and respect for 

individual differences. Fundarnentally, effective leaming leaders believe that leamers should 

have some authority Io seif-direct their leaming. 

Learning leaders in the workplaœ are managers who Mord empIoyees with some 

authority to mntrol personal ieaming processes. Leaming leaders believe that employees' 

leaming contributions rnatter to the organization; they influence employees to share in this belief 

(Hams, 1998), thereby creating a strong sense of stewardship in ernployees. Ultirnately, 

workplace learning leaders influence ernployees to be more responsible and accountable for 

creating new knowledge and for applying that knawledge to work processes. The following 

section outlines two main construds that aid in the determination dwtiether or not a manager in 

the workplace is a Ieaming leader- The first is Theory Y management; the second is the teacher- 

learner transaction. 



Theon, X and Theow Y Manaaement 

MacGregor (1960; cited in Starke & Sexty, 1998; Certo, 1997) believed that managers 

generally fall into one of two categones: Theory X or Theory Y. Generally, Theory X managers 

believe that employees are not willing to contribute to organizational goals unless they are 

coerced and manipulated by management to do so. Theory X managers believe that employees 

need to be constantly and closely supervised because employees cannot be trusted to perform 

well on their own. nieory X management fosters the belief that it is managers who "need" al1 of 

the authority and control ttiey can muster sa that they can contend with employees' unwillingness 

to be responsible for arrying out work obligations. Because of the 'üividing line" between 

Theory X managers and employees, Iittle or no consultation occurs between aiem. 

In contrast, Theory Y managers create environments in wtiich ernployees can fulfill their 

potential to be self-directed and autonomous. Theory Y managers believe mat employees have 

the propensity to fulfill work obligations wiilingly and competently, which is matched with their 

desires and abilities ta leam how to seek out additional responsibilify in the right circumstances. 

Theory Y managers are more Iikely to support empioyees' seifdirection at work through the 

practice of participative management and decentraiized decision making (Certo, 1997; Starke & 

Sexty, 1998) because they believe employees apply high degrees of innovation, creativity, and 

ingenuity in problern solving. Theory Y managers are more likely to empower employees by 

allowing them to make decisions for the organization at both macro and micro fevels. 

Fundarnentally, Theory Y managers believe employees want to work; they do not believe 

employees "have" to be made to work 

Particioative Manaaement 

Participative management allows employees to provide input into decision making by 

rninim~ing centralization or concentration of decision-making power at management levels of the 

organiration (Starke & Sexty, 1998). It is the antithesis to mechanistic and Theory X pflnciples of 

management because it puts control into the workers' hands (Ravid, 1987; cited in Marsick, 

1987). 



Wright et al. (1 996) stated that organizations which practice participative management 

and decentralized decision-making authority have staff members who are able to make the 

soundest decisions because they are free to choose amongst many alternatives. The 

organization benefits because "ernployees who are involved in areas that matter to them will 

&en respond to shared problems with innovative suggestions and unusually high productive 

efforts" (Wright et al., 1996, p. 236). Ernployees benefit in this regard because they gain control 

and become more connected to their work processes in ternis of having a Iarger "stake" in what 

they do for the organization. Wright et al. (1996) believed that participative management can 

lead to employees' "increased acceptance of management's ideas, increased cooperation 

between management and staff, greater acceptance of changes; and irnproved attitudes toward 

the job and the organization" (p. 236). Ultimately, participative management inweases 

employees' willingness and abilities to be more responsible and accuuntable for their work 

activities because they are allowed to "have a say" in the ways that the organization is managed. 

Participative management also has its limitations. For instance, participation "is not 

feasible when irnmediate decisions are required; the manager may be forced to make a decision 

and issue directives" (Wright et al., 1996), such as in a situation for which govemrnent regulation 

applies (Le., safety and health issues). In some organizations, participative management cannot 

be operationalized because employees are not practiced at it or they are afraid: "ln the past, 

silence was rewarded, not speaking out" (Wright et al., 1996, p. 236). Participants must have the 

ability or experience, skills, knowledge, rnaterials, and technology to make decisions. It is also 

not supported when management deems that, rightly or wrongly, employees are incornpetent or 

too immature to contribute to planning or problem solving. 

Mahrnw T h e o ~  

Starke and Sexty (1998) used ~ r ~ ~ r i s '  (1957) maturity theory to suggest that the 

demands of the organization and the dernands of an adult workefs mature personality are &en 

incongruent. Typically, mature employees feel that management expects them to be passive and 

submissive and to cany out orders without question. Because employees leam to be helpless, 



they eventually lose their will to contribute !O decisionmaking processes and lose even more 

control over their work. Managers who put maturity theory into practice believe that employees 

do not have the ability to contribute at an organizational (macro) level of decision rnaking that 

requires long-tenn vision. Instead, employees are considered only to be capable of short-range, 

short-tem, tactical decision making at the work task (micro) level of organizational operations. 

When managers fail to recognize subordinate maturity, they create a counterprodudive work 

environment'' (Starke 8 Sexty, 1998, p. 442). 

Teacher-Leamer Transaction 

In the realm of education, there is a relationship which considers the "underling" to be 

mature enough to handle decision-making responsibilities. Fundamentally, the teacher-leamer 

transaction is premised upon the teâcher's willingness and ability to afford the leamer with some 

authority to make decisions about what is to be leamed (Gamson, 1997). This has a direct link to 

ernployees' leaming for the warkplaœ in respect to managers' roles as learning leaders to 

employees. The teacher-leamer transaction helps to explain how and why the transfer of control 

from Ieaming leader to leamer is essential in building employees' motivation to assume more 

responsibility and accountability for their leaming. 

The teachef-learner transaction is of the highest quality men the relationship is neither 

teacher nor leamer centered, but balanced (Gamson, 1997). This is predicated upon the belief 

that instructors and leamers view each other as equals (Callendar, 1992; Tough, 1971 ; cited in 

Caffarella & CafTarella, 1986) who share authority to amtrol the leaming process. The purpose 

for establishing a quality teacher-leamer transaction is to increase leamers' willingness to 

shoulder more responsibility and accountability for ueating meaningful leaming that is more 

likely to be applied (Garrison, 1997; Medina, 1995). A shift away fram teacher-centeredness 

toward leamer-centeredness is meant to give the leamer a "stake" in learning. 



Two-Wav Communication 

Theory Y management, participative management, and the teacher-leamer transaction 

are al1 predicated upon t w m y  communication. 'Two-way communication takes place M e n  the 

sender directs a message to the receiver expecting an immediate, obvious response" (Starke & 

Sexty, 1997, p. 512), thereby facifitating leamers' abilities to "have a voiœ" because the sender 

expects an immediate repiy. Some managers do not use two-way communication because they 

are relucbnt to consider anothef s point of view mat might challenge iheir own stance. 

In contrast, one-way communiation is used when the sender does not wish to provide 

the receiver with an opportunity to proviôe a point of view on the message. One-way 

communication is used when large amounts of information need to be presented quickly ta a 

large audience; it is most commonly found in ciassroom lecture situations in which the teacher 

Wls the students' heads with facts." In the workplace, it is also found in situations in whicb 

managers perceive a need for directive counseling, a means of communication in which the 

manager tells the employee to confom to some standard of behavior (Certo. 1997). One-way 

cammunication minimizes the prospect for negotiation between the message sender and 

receiver. Consequently, the receiver has virtually no opportunity to rebut the sendefs point of 

view . 

Marsick and Watkins (7 996) stated that two-wa y communication develops "open 

thinking," or a set of activities to indude the leamers ability to advocate a viewpoint, explain 

personal reasoning, and inquire into others' reasoning. It works well in situations where teachers 

or managers are willing to be challenged and expect to be challenged (Rolls, 1995). Two-way 

communication facilitates the creation of new knowledge because it increases the leamer's 

ability to assess information and act on that information (Galagan, 1997; Gamson, 1997; Kim, 

1990; Marsick 8 Neaman, 7 996; Marsick & Watkins, 1992; Nonaka, 1991 ; Senge, T 990). Two- 

way communication heips leamers to ueate more choices from which more infomed decisions 



cm be made because it supports access to information, which is needed to manage the fearning 

process. Access to information is the key to contml. 

Motivation 

Motivational theories affempt to explain why people are willing to achieve some goals 

and why they are not willing to achieve others. These theories have been discussed in ternis of 

an individual's propensity to comptete tasks in a workplace setting. They have contextuai 

application here because leaming for the organization is a work-refated task According to 

Starke and Sexty (1 998), Certo (1997), and Schemerhorn et al. (1 997), there are hvo types of 

motivational theories: process and content 

Process Theories of Motivation 

Process theories, such as expectancy theory, equity theory, and goal setting, are 

conceptual frarnewarks wtiich relate to how people are rnotivated by goals and desired 

outcornes. 

Expectancv theory. Expectancy theory posits that leamers are intrinsically motivated to 

leam when they are attracted to a goal and when they believe that leaming outcomes are 

achievable, that expended effort actiieving these outcornes will result in some performance, and 

that performance will help leamers to achieve a specific goal. Motivation consists of an 

interaction among (a) valence, (b) effort to performance expectancy, and (c) performance to 

outcorne expectancy (Certo, 1997; Schemierhorn et al., 1997; Starke & Sexty, 1998). 

Vabnœ is the attraction one feels to the intended outcome. The effort to performance 

expectancy reflects the employeds perception that the expended effort will lead to good 

performance. Here, consideration is given to personal experience and competency required to 

do the job. A low seif-rating means the person does not feel competent, whereas a high self- 

rating indicates the person perceives that he or she is certainly competent The performance to 

outcome expectancy reflects one's belief that performance is connected to rewards. If the 

employee feels that the job will attrad high rewards, he w she rates this component very highly. 



The higher the attraction to the output and the higher the rating assigned to the effort and 

performance expectancy zones, the more mativated the individual is to do the job. 

Eauitv theory. Equity theory posits that people have a tendency to compare their efforts 

(inputs) to those of others who are campleting the same tasks. K a person feels that he or she is 

k i n g  treated inequitably in terms of receiving benefits which include pay, recognition, or other 

rewards (outcomes), he or she is likeiy to try to reduce the amount of inequity by (a) raising or 

Iowering inputs or outcomes in relation to the cornparison person (e-g., increase effort to attfact 

more benefits or decrease effort to justify lower levels of benefits); (b) rationalizing that one's 

own inputs and outcornes are better than those of the cornpanson person, thereby convincing 

oneself that the comparison person is not better off; (c) changing the comparison person; or 

(d) quitting the job (Starke & Sexty, 1998). 

Goal settinq. Goal setting ''focuses worker attention on [a] goal, encourages them to 

corne up with innovative ways to achieve the goal, and generally inueases their motivation" 

(Starke & Sexty, 1998, p. 452). Some research has suggested that employees are more Iikely to 

inmase their productivity if they set specific goals which are challenging, yet achievable (e-g., 

Camevale, 1988; cited in Palmer, 1992; Certo, 1997; Starke & Sexty, 1998; Wright et al., 1996). 

Content Theones of Motivation 

Content theories of motivation focus on the identification of individuals' needs (Certo, 

1997; Starke 8 Sexty, 1998). Their basic tenets state that one's desire to meet a need causes 

"psycbological tension" which triggers the individual to Mgin activities to minimire that tension. 

Examples of content theories include, but are not limited to, Maslods hierarchy of needs. 

Maslow's theory. Maslods theory posits that people have a hierarchy of five needs sets 

ranging from, lowest to highest, physiological to self-adualization. Harris (i 998) stated that 

Maslow conceded that there is a need even higher than that of self-actualization, which is seif- 

transcendeme or the need to work toward a goal which serves more than just persona! interests 



(p. 302). Maslow contended that one moves up the hierafchy after his or her needs in lower 

ranges are futfilled in sequence. 

Limitations. Content theofles do not always account for the complexities in people's 

jobs. They neglect to consider that 

(1) each person has a dfierent set of needs and these needs change over time; 
(2) needs are translated into action in different ways; (3) people may be inconsistent in 
translating their needs into actions; and (4) people react differently to need fulfillrnent or 
lack of need fuffillrnent. (Starke & Sexty, 1998, p. 443) 

Content theones wuld help to describe worker motivation provided that one couid 

ascertain a cornmon set of needs which many workers need to fulfill, in some sequence. To thia 

point, content theories have not been specifically applied to describe one's process of needs 

fulfillment in terms of leaning for the workplace. 

Self-Directed Leaming 

Support of self-directed leaming (SOL) is the driving force behind ernployees' increased 

wiIlingness to assume more responsibility and accountability for helping to improve and increase 

organizational effectiveness and efficiency because it depends upon the leamef s ability to have 

the authority to control persona1 learning processes. 'The ultimate challenge in organizations is 

to harness adult leamers' propensity to be selfdirected leamers and not create bam'ers that 

prevent or discourage it" (Bierema, 1996, p. 25). Memam and Caffarella (1991 ) cancurred. They 

said that adults need the space and support to be selfdirected in leaming. The following section 

provides an overview of SOL by discussing relevant definitions, Garrison's (1997) SOL mode!, 

leaming philosophies that support SDL, readiness for SOL, and monitoring systems. 

SDL is not a neuiny invented, educational 'Vavor of the month." It has been a significant 

field of research for over 30 years (Brockett, 1994). Knowles' (1975) definition of SDL is 

a process in which individuals take the initiative, with or without the help of others, in 
diagnosing their leaming needs, formulating leaming goals, identifying human and 
material resources for leaming, choosing and implementing appropriate leaming 
strategies, and evaluating leaming outcornes. (p. 18) 



SOL studies have been generated to explore the "leamef s involvement in every aspect of 

planning every phase of the learning adivity" (Memarn 8L Caffaretla, 1991, p. 25). SDL is a 

leaming system which allows the learner to have some controb-not total confroI-over personat 

Ieaming processes, regardles of the context in wtiich it is operationalized. It is not meant to be 

an "al1 or nothing" concept (Brockett, 1994; Brockett & Hiemstra, 1985; Confessore, Confessare, 

& Greenberg, 1996; Ganison, 1997; Hiemstra 6 Brockett, 1994; Kerka, 1994) for wtiich alf 

extemai stimuli can be excluded. Even the most seff-directed leamers need some direction and 

support frorn extemal sources (Merriam & Caffarella, 1991 ). 

Garrison's SDL Model 

Garrison (1 997) believed that SDL is infiuenced by three interdependent cornponents: 

(a) motivation, (b) selfmanagement, and (c) self-monitoring. An adaptation of Garrison's SDL 

model, Figure 2.1, is included to illustrate the intercunnectivity of these elernents and to provide 

a framework for the discussion that follows. 

Enterina and Task Motivation 

Garison applies expedancy theory to mis component of his model. Expectancy and 

valence (e-g., the degree to which the Ieamer is attracted to the goal) are the two main elements 

wtiich comprise the prelirninary stage of "entering motivation," wtiich is diagrarnmed below in 

Figure 2.2. 
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Figure 2.1. An SDL mode! (adapted from Gam'son, 1997, p. 22). 
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Figure 2.2. Factors influencing entering motivation (adapted from Ganison. 1997, p. 28). 



Valence comprises both personal need and affective state. Personal need is related to 

the individuai's velue system. The Medive state comprises attitudes about self such as goal 

preference, task anxiety, and selfesteem. The leamer is attracted to the goal because of high 

levels of goal congntency between what the leamer wants to learn and what the leamer has to 

leam, coupled with his or her belief that there is psychologiml readiness to leam. 

Gamson (1 997) contended that if leamers feel they have th8 curnpetency and seff- 

effïcacy to attain the goal and the ability to contend with any baniers (contingency) which might 

impede goal attainment, they are more willing to enter into leaming because ofanticipated 

control over the leaming situation. Comparatively, Starke and Sexty's (1 998) interpretation of the 

effort to performance zone is the area in which Gamson's control determination would be 

completed. 

The stage of entering motivation is Mere leamers perceive whether or not they have 

clear choices about leaming: "Providing opportunities for control and choice frorn the beginning 

can significantly strengthen the entering motivational state, wtiich subsequently influences 

wtiether students wilf becorne seif4irected and persist in their Ieaming tasks" (Gamson, 1997, 

p. 28). 

The second stage of motivation is task motivation, midi relates to leamers' persistence 

in leaming or their volition to sustain Mort in this regard. It is directly Iinked with leamer 

responsibility for the achievernent of desired leaming outcornes or the process of creating 

rneaningful knowledge. ln order for leamers to feel accountable for learning outcornes, they must 

also be willing to internalize extemal goals (Mich Gamson [1997] believed are more pervasive 

during entering motivation). Leamers need to know 'Mat's in it for them" to perceive that they 

will have some control over the situation. In terms of workplace learning, leamers' needs also 

have to be satisfied in conjundion with those of the organization, mich indicates that there is 

some connedion to content theones of motivation in this mode], Mich Gam'son does not 

explicitly state. In t e m  of motivation, Gamson's final suggestion is that "students should be 

provided, at the very least, with an opportunity to understand why specific objectives are 



worthwtiile, if not to select relevant objects from among several options, shape approacbes, and 

select appropriate leaming tasks' (p. 29). 

Self-Manaaement 

Self-management relates to the Iearnefs abihty to choose the types of leaming 

resources and support mechanisrns which will best aid in goal attainment. lt has more to do with 

the leamer's state of "being self-direded" in leaming because it relates most to those tools the 

leamer believes are required to complet0 the leaming task and how those tools *Il be used, 

when, where, and for how long. This component is cannected to environmental factors which 

serve as support mechanisms for one's leaming, ranging Rom interpersonal systems such as 

mentorship, to technological systems ranging ftom pen and paper 10 modem eledronics. 

Garrison (1997) believed that seff+nanagement relates highly to 'ma t  people do during the 

learning process" (p. 22). 

Self-monitoring considers the cognitive component of SOL. It is the phase in which the 

leamer takes responsibility for constructing personal meaning or creating new knowledge by 

integrating new information with previously held assumptions. Self-monitoring is the component 

wtiich has the most to do with 'paradigm" and "mental model" shifts, or the way that leamers 

"look at the world" (Chawia 8 Renesch, j995; Senge, 1990). 'To self-rnonitor the Iearning 

process is to ensure that new and existing knowiedge structures are integrated in a meaningful 

manner, so that Ieaming goals are being met" (Garrison, 1997, p. 24). It also has much to do 

with assessrnent of why leaming needs to occur in the first place. 



SDL is infiuenced by more than one leaming philosophy (Brockett, 1994). The tbree 

learning philosophies which connect to SDL are humanist, cognitivist, and social Ieaming. 

Humanist Leamina Philoso~hy 

Jones (1 997) believed that ernpfoyees wilf shoulder more responsibiiity and 

accountability only if managers are "humane" enough to give thern the authority to control work- 

related processes. The parity ptinciple states that employees will be willing and able to take on 

more responsibility only if they have an appropriate amount of authority to enact decisions 

related to fulfilling that obligation (Certo, 1997; Starke & Sexty, 1998). Those who believe in 

humanist leaming philosophies empower leamers to make their own decisions. 

Humanist learning philosophies are based upon recognition that leaming is a personal 

act designed to fuifiIl potential and to meet affective and cognitive needs with a view to becorning 

autonornous (Memam & Caffarella, 1991). The "power person's" (teacher's or manager's) role is 

to develop the whole persan by recognizing and then meeting the leamer's needs in addition to 

those of the sponsoring institution. The power person perceives the leamer ta be willing and able 

to manage some or al1 of the leaming process, which allows the teacher to a d  as a faciIitator of 

learning rather than a Vansrnitter of content." The leamer's mle is to change attitudes, behavior, 

knwledge, and skills in collaboration with the facilitator. Humanist leaming philosophies are 

fundarnentally dependent upon shared authority, control, responsibility, and accountability for the 

leaming proces between the teacher and leamer or manager and ernployee. The practice of 

humanistic leaming philosophy facilitates selfdirectecf Ieaming. 

Coanitivist Leamina Philoso~hy 

Cognitivist leaming theory is based upon intemal, mental processes of insight, 

information processing, and perception (Memam & Caffarella, 1991 ). The purpose for leaming is 

to change deeply entrenched values, attitudes, and beliefs by questioning the status quo and by 

using critical thinking (Argyris, 1 99t ; Gamson, 1 997). Adult ducators who put this theory into 



practice view leamers as willing and able to manage some or al1 of the leaming process but still 

needing direction and support to be convinced that what needs to be Iearned will be of benefit to 

the leamer. Those who take on the *?eachingm role are perceived by leamers to be ieaming 

facilitators and content disseminators who help leamers intemalize extemal goals (Garrison, 

1997). The pnmary goal of enacting this theory is to help people "leam how to leam," which is 

exactly the target at which setf-directed leaming is aimed (Argyris, 1 991 ; Bierema, 1 996; 

Gamson, 1997; Hatcher, 1997; Palmer, 1992). Garrison's (1 997) SDL mode1 takes cognitive 

leaming philosophy one step kirther to include a '%ollaborative construdivist" perspective: "A 

collaborative perspective has the individual taking responsibility for constmcting meaning while 

including the participation of others in confirming worthwhile knowledge" (p. 19). In layrnan's 

ternis, Garrison's SOL model is predicated upon personal and social influences on creating 

knowledge. 

Social Leamina Philoso~hv 

Social leaming philosophy is underpinned with views that leaming processes do not 

occur without some fonn of extemal intervention ftom others (Merriam & Caffarella, 1991 ), 

thereby wnnecting it to selfairected leaming (Brocketî, 1994; Kerka, 1994). Salomon and 

Perkins (1 998) believed that individual leaming is "rarely truly individual; it almost always entaiIs 

some social mediation, even if not apparent" (p. 2). It is linked to, but is not synonymous with, 

informai leaming (Basket- 1993; Stamps, 1998). Informal leaming is "learning from experience 

that takes place outside formally structured, institutionally sponsored, cfassroom based 

adivities" (Marsick & Watkins, 1992, p. 288). lnfonnal leaming indudes any leaming which might 

be pianned or unplanned, and it usually involves some degree of conscious awareness that 

leaming is happening. A self-directed leamer can choose to leam fmm informal learning 

situations, or not 



Social learning is dosely linked to mentoring and modeling. "Mentorçhip has its roots in 

basic principles of hurnan survival-to leam skiHs, culture, and values diredly from respeded 

others" (Haney, 1997, p. 21 1). In its most basic form, mentofhg occurs Wen a leamer or 

"protégé" engages in a relatively long-term, interactive refationship with an individual who is 

thought to be a guide or tnisted counselor in decision making for the purpose of Maining 

knowled~e. The protégé observes the behavior that the mentor dernonstrates and leams to 

emulate that behavior (Stamps, 1998). 

In the realm of learning, mentorships had their start in apprenticeship programs, 

education which was also Iinked to the workplace. In the workplace, however, mentorship was 

introduced as a method for less senior employees to gain knowledge regarding career 

developrnent advice from 0 t h  employees who had more organizational tenure, knowledge, and 

expetience in this regard (Werther, Davis, Schwind, & Das, 1 990). Mentors were generally 

perceived to be mature, wise, and tnistworthy counselors who guided fledgling employees about 

how 'Yo move up in the organization." Its application was elevated to include ongoing, 

deliberately planned training and development relationships between a more experienced and 

older manager and a less experienced and younger manager; an "up-and-corner" novice who 

needed 'Yo leam the ropes" (Starke & Sexty, 1998). 

fritz (1 997) suggested that mentors should mode1 the standard of behavior or represent 

the attitude that the protégé wishes to achieve. Based upon her research, Medina (1 995) stated 

that front-line emptoyees seek out p e r s  who have successfuily engaged in similar leaming 

experiences to those the prot6gé wishes to master. Galbraith and Cohen (1 995) saw todafs 

mentors as managers who play a dual role as educators, '%reating a collaborative relationship 

which helps to improve staff rnembers' effectiveness and their ability to function as skilled, 

independent, collaborative team members" (p. 21 9). Consequently, mentorship is being 

transfomed into a fomalized learning process in which both the mentor and protég6 are 

wnsidered to be leamers in a reciprocal, rnutuaf leaming relationship: "For example, within a 

mentorship grouping the leamer could be working to develop math skills related to blueprint 



reading while the mentor is developing interpersonal skills" (Coley, 4996; Haney, 1997). Some 

programs are labeled as =verse mentorshrps. ln these situations, it is the younger employee 

wtio mentors the older worker by educating him or her about new pradices and innovations. In 

today's information age, those who are simultaneously concemed with human resource and 

organizationai devetoprnent puposefully ueate mentorships. 

Readiness for SOL 

Paradoxically, even though most people are ready and wifling to engage in SDL 

(Bierema, 1996; Lee, 1998; Ravid, 1987, cited in Marsick, 1987; Tough, 1 W8), they have not 

leamed how to use it. Or people may use sefdireded leaming in their petsonal lives but might 

not apply it to other leaming situations, including those in the workplace (Kerka, 1994). Not al1 

people use SDL to the same degree, nor does an individual use it in al1 situations (Piskunch, 

i994a, 1994b). 

Individual readiness to use SDL is highly dependent upon how it is to be operationalized 

in specific contexts. To this end, Baskett (1 993) suggested that SOL should have a cornmon and 

recognizable definition in the specific setting in which it is to be used to reduce confusion about 

how it is to be recognized and supported in the workplace. Regardless of whether or not many or 

al1 employees are ready, willing, and able to use SDL, their efforts might be thwarted because 

their organization might not be ready to afford employees the control to take charge of their 

leaming. Individuals do not engage in selfdirected learning in contexts where they are used to 

being "spoon-fed" and %and-held" in leaming (Piskunch, 1994). This is due to the fact that they 

do not have to engage in seifdirected leaming: "ti management determines everything in the 

organization and workers have no input whatsoever, and if no innovations are accepted, a self- 

directed leaming approach stands no chance of success" (Ravid, 1987; cited in Marsick, 1987, 

p. 112). 

Baskett (1993) found 1 O factors that enhanced selfdirected leaming in the workplaœ. 

He Iisted them as (a) embracing a continuous improvement approach, (b) high individual 



involvement, (c) taking personal responsibility, (d) compatibifity between individual and 

organizational values, (e) leaderships which sets an example, (f) valuing differences, 

(g) effective communications in the organization, (h) support for nsk taking, (i) team work, and 

(j) encouraging innovation (p. 23). Brockett and Hiemstra (1985) provided a set of 

recommendations for organkations, educators, and leamers wtiicti need to be implernented if 

Sff L is to have a "fighting chance." These are k ted  in Table 2.1 ; they pertain to 

(a) organkations, (b) educators, and (c) ieamers. 

As Brockett and Hiernstra's (1 985) list suggests, support for self-directed feaming is not 

meant to be the responsibility of only the organization, only the educator, or only the leamer. In 

fact, it strongly indicates that the leamer must afso be ready, wil!ing, and able to further personal 

leaming goals with the help of others and within the context for wtrich setfdirected leaming is to 

be operationafized. The role of the educator and the organization is to provide a suitable 

infrastructure to fumer the individual's seifdirection in karning, and the leamer's responsibility 

is to use if. Self-directed learning, according to this chart, is by no means a "one-way street" 

From this long tist of suggestions, it is apparent that an extensive infrastructure is 

needed for full-sale implementation of SOL in any setting. Brockett and Hiemstra (1 985) also 

questioned wtiether SDL should be fuliy implemented at all: 

It is important to avoid the pitfall of viewing seff4rected learning as the best way to 
leam. With the great diversity that exists both in leaming styles and in reasons for 
leaming, it is extremely shortsighted to advance such an argument Perhaps it is more 
appropriate to think of selfdirected leaming as an ideal mode of Ieaming for certain 
individuals and for certain situations. (Brockett & Hiemstra, 1985, p. 3) 

0 

Monitotina Svstems 

Organizations need to have infrastructures in place to detemine the extent to wtiich any 

operating system, inciuding SDL, is meeting organizational goals (e.g., Bierema, 1996; Certo, 

1997; Cosgrove & Speed, 1995; Gayeski, 1996; Geber, 1995; Harris, 1998; Schemertiorn et al., 

1997; Starke & Sexty, 1998; Wright et al., 1996; Zemke, 1998). The following section provides 

an oventiew of the reasons for using and not using leaming assessrnent tools in three part 



Table 21 

Organizations 

Al1 ernployee types need 
to be provided with the 
time and materials to 
becorne knowledgeable of 
SDL practices and 
implications. 
Accountability, 
achievements (or la& of) 
and the individual 
prograrns need 
measurements. 
Support systems n e 4  to 
be provided to help 
leamers adjust to SDL. 
Research on changing 
leaming trends and 
interests need to be 
conducted. 
Environrnents which 
support SDL need to be 
created. 

Educatom 

1. There is a need to 
research, study, and apply 
ernerging components of 
SOL that have not already 
k e n  investigated or 
investigated to the degree 
that is needed. 

2- SDL theories and 
pradices need to be 
incorporated into other 
educationaf - 
methodolog ies 

3. There is a need to help 
organizations incorporate 
the right types and 
amounts of SOL in 
organirational policies 
and structures. 

Leamers 

There is a need to 
recognize that each 
person is a worthwhile 
leamer. 
Strengths and 
weaknesses rnust be 
examined objectively and 
mnsistently. 
Responsibility and 
accountability for leaming 
and for leaming outcornes 
must be strengthened. 
Personal leaming 
processes must be 
understood. 
Objective assistance for 
leaming which also is 
effective and efficient 
must be sought out 
There is a need to 
participate in 'leaming 
advocaw groups as a 
means to detemine the 
availability of ieaming 
resources and to leam 
how to plan and organize 
for leaming. 
Autonornous leaming 
groups must be formed to 
take advantage of 
learning synergies 
Reinforcernent and 
encouragement must be 
accepted from others. 
Assumptions of status, 
respect, and expertise 
must be transferred from 
hacher to leamer. 

10. There is a need to actively 
see and take 
responsibility for personal 
education. 

1 1. Time, space, and errsrgy 
for leaming projects must 
be govemed. 



entitled (a) overview of assessment tools, (b) overview of Ieaming co-ds, and (c) overview of 

fomlized objectives. 

Overview of Assessrnent Tools 

Watkins and Marsick (1 993) stated that organizations which "leamn use skill inventories, 

leaming capacity audits, and systerns which dowment leaming for the purposes of sharing 

knowledge and rewarding leaming. Duval (1 996) and Kaufman, Keller, and Watkins (1995) 

stated that without assessment, managers and employees might not know when interventions 

(including recognition and rewards) are required to put Iearning "back on track" Employees and 

the organizations in which they work are more likely to rnake the same mistakes repeatedly if 

assessment systems are not in place to document past learning experiences and if they do not 

generate performance records. 

Harris (1 998) believed that any training and developrnent program should be fomalized 

to some degree because the informal "leam as you go" method of leaming from trial and error 

leads to a rnyriad of negative results, including increased costs from hidden expenditures, wtiich, 

if not controlled, might far exceed budgetary allowances. He also stated that assessment in this 

regard helps to continuously cornmunicate organizational goals to employees, thereby creating 

avenues for goal congniency. Concomitantly, there is also a need for managers and employees 

to ensure that they remember which leaming goals were to be attained at the outset. One of the 

most campelling arguments for assessment came from Thornpson and Bates (1 995), who said 

that some form of monitoring and measun'ng is required to ensure that mat was learned was 

actually applied. 

Cosgrove and Speed (1 995) and Geber (1 995) suggested that Kirkpatrick's Four Level 

Evaluation Mode1 enables managers and empioyees to justify Mort and resources expended for 

learning. Level 1 determines the participants' readions to the leaming program. LeveI 2 focuses 

on leamers' mastery of the program's learning objectives. Level3 assesses whether or not 

leaming has adually been applied to the job. Finally, Level4 assessrnent pinpoints increases to 



the organization's battom Iine, wbich are a direct result of employees' leaming. However, 

implernentation of al1 four levels is extremely iabor and cost intensive, which is why most 

companies use only its first two stages, if they use it at al1 (Cosgrove & Speed, 1995; Geber, 

1995). 

Argyris (1991) suggested that assessment is not cornpleted due to a "fear factor" in 

Ieaming: Teachers and leamers are afraid Mat little or no leaming has taken place. Senge 

(1 997) and BmkfÏeId (1 992a, 1992b) stated that adult leaming is not necessarily a joyful 

experience; there are many failures whicfi rnight be brought to the forefront wtiich leamers rnight 

be reluctant to recognize (Weisbord, 1987). 

Overview of Leamina Contracts 

ln the Merature, leaming wntracts were specrfically related to SDL. They consist of four 

main components-leaming objectives, leaming resources and strategies, assessment of 

leaming activities, and a time line for leaming completion-which are constnicted to describe 

what the leamer is to leam and to assess whether or not that leaming actualiy takes place 

(CafFarella 8 Caffarella, 1986). Leaming contracts are intended to be created jointly between the 

facilitator and the leamer or the manager and the ernployee (Knowfes, 1989, Langenbach, 

1 988). 

Zemke and Zernke (1 995) stated that although setfdirected leamers generally find the 

quickest, easiest, and least expensive way to leam, sorne form of leaming guides would increase 

efficiency. Parry (1 990) suggested, therefofe, that forma1 guidelines need to be used-to ensure 

that leamers do not sacrifice Mectiveness for eficiency. Zemke (1 998) and Medina (1 995) both 

found that employees wanted to be assessed so that they would know how well they were 

perfoming. Zernke argued the rnerits of an assessment system in conjundion with support for 

selfdirecteci leaming: 

Individual employees must be freed to assess their own needs. They rnust be given 
access to a variety of resources that meet those needs. And they must be helped to 
evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness with which their needs are being met. (p. 60) 



Leaming contracts, in general, are not always seen to be of benefit If leaming contracts 

are mismanaged with a Iack of follow-up or a la& of cornmitment fmm both the leamer and 

facilitator to review their status consistently and continuously, they do not a b y s  help leamers 

experience positive gains (Brockett , 1 983a, 1 983 b, 1 98Sa, 1 98Sb; cited in Caffarella 8 

Caffarella, 1986; Kasworm, 1982, 1983; cited in Caffarella 8 Caffarella, 1986; Lagenbach, f 988). 

In another study, Caffarella and Caffarella found that leaming contracts might demotivate 

Ieamers from engaging in other SDL projects. In their m s t  fon, leaming contracts are dficult 

to administer (ffiowles, 1975,1984; cited in Lagenbach, 1988; Langenbach, 1988). Each 

contract is specific to an individual leamer, and because of this uniqueness, one contract cannot 

be generalized for use with al1 leamers- Each contrad needs tr; be negotiated separately and 

realigned consistently and continuously during the ieaming process, which has been found to be 

extrernely labor intensive for both the facilitator and leamer. 

Paradoxically, leaming contracts are sometimes seen to minimize the control that 

Ieamers need ta be selfdirected in leaming in the first place. Bierema (1996) believed that 

formalization of selfdirected leaming in this regard should not be completed because it tubs 

innovation and creativity in terrns of creating boundaries of what should and should not be 

leamed. She suggested that a more i n fma l  monitoring system needs to be created wtiich 

continues to maintain a balance between facilitator and leaming control. In t e m  of "keeping 

things on track," she also suggested that organizations wtiich are obsessed with growtb have a 

tendency to institute forma1 leaming objectives to replace what were once personalized 

managernent-intervention interadions wïth employees. 

Overview of Fonnalized Obiectives 

Mager (1 984) believed that a welI-constmcted objective supplies answers to the h o ,  

mat, where, when, and how of leaming and addresses standards of leaming performance. He 

also stated that clearly defined objectives provide a sound basis for the selection of appropriate 

and cost-effective leaming rnaterials, and they help students organize their Morts, a contention 



Knowles (1 989) also support&. A group of leaming objedives which targets learning resources 

and strategies, assessrnent of leaming activities, and a time line for learning completion as areas 

for assessrnent would comprise a learning contrad format In the workplace, it is more likely that 

objectives are used to measure job performance. Therefore, out of a large number of 

performance objectives, there might be only a few objectives specificaily refated to leaming. In 

the workplace, leaming objectives sometimes get lost in a myriad of other performance 

measurernent adivities. 

Management by objectives (MBO) is a management philosophy based upon the tenets of 

goal-setting motivational theory (Certo, 1997; Starke & Sexty, 1998). Wright et al. (1 996) 

provided a list of benefits that the MBO process (negotiation of objectives between supen'or and 

subordinate) is to mate that includes, but is not Iimited to, (a) opportunities for ernployee and 

management development; (b) systems for effective planning; (c) roles, responsibitities, and 

authority clarification; and (d) increases in employee motivation and cornmitment Additionally, 

employees have been known to pay more attention to written, versus verbal, objectives for two 

reasons. First, fhey can be easily referred to in docurnented form. Second, employees perceive 

written objectives to be of higher importance than those which are transrnitted to thern orally 

(Certo, 1997; Mager, 1984; Starke & Sexty, 1998; Wright et al., 1996). Objectives provide 

managers with information that is necessary to apply recognition and rewards for learning 

consistently because they act as reminders to "catch an employee doing something right," 

Finally, they are a means to ensure that both organizational and individual needs are identified 

and documented men they are created collaboratively between the manager and ernployee. 

Wright et al. (1996) suggested that MBOs also have a downside. In its truest form, the 

MBO process is considered to be time consuming because it is faster to "get on ~ Ï t h  and 

complete the work or leaming task" without them. Objectives can be difficult to establish, 

especially when they relate to the measurernent of "soft" performance such as interpersonal 

communication. Some find MBOs unappealing because the process also requires the setting of 

long-terni strategic goals, an activity at which many managers and employees alike are not 



skilled. Finally, if senior exewtives do not use MBOs personaliy, it is highfy unlikely that the rest 

of their staff membets will follow suit. 

summary 

Shifts away from scientfic and mechanistic management principles toward participative 

and collaborative interactions between management and employees are becorning more 

cornmon pradices in today's workplaces. Organizations are beginning to realize that individual 

development is intemlated with organizatimaf developrnent, and they are ako beginning to 

understand how and wtiy employees' seffdireciedness in leaming is contributing to 

organirational effectiveness and efficiency. The more employees are able to make becisions 

about Meir work and fearning processes, the more likely it is that they will shoulder more 

responsibitity and acçountability. This is due to the fad that they have a larger and deeper 

"stake" in the organization. 

The organùation's culture and its intemal Iabor force are the two main drivers for 

increasing selfdirededness. Without top management support for the balancing af mtro l  

between executives and ernployees, a reversion to Tayloristic pradices will ocwr  (Rose, 1997). 

me Iiterature has shown general consensus for using assessrnent to measure leaming 

perfmance and outcornes, with the caveat that al! tools used in this regard be administered 

properiy and in a manner which does not minimize leamer control. Before employees can be 

setfdirected in leaming, they must be trained to use SDL within the conte* in midi it is to be 

operationalized. To mis end, the degree to Wich employees are allowed to be setfdireded and 

when needs to be supported by top management and al1 employees. "Participation cafls for some 

measure of seif-discipline ins!ead of relying on others. Subordinates must leam to handle 

freedorn; supervisors mu& leam to trust subordinates" (Wright et al., 1996, p. 237). 



CHAPER 3 

RESEARCH METHOD 

Introduction 

The purpose for conduding this study was ta explore how employees' setf4irecfedness 

in learning for the organization was supported in one specific, privately owned, for-pmfït 

organization (hereinafter known as 'The Company"), mich was recognized to be a human 

resource developrnenf feader by bath its intemal fabor for- and extemal agencies. To this end, 

the topic of leaming opportunities for employees guided We res6arch adivities for this study. The 

primary subject headings used to fonn the discussions for this chapter are (a) design, 

(b) sample, (c) data collection procedures, (d) data analysis, (0) tnistworthiness of the study, 

(f) limitations, (g) delimitations, (h) ethical considerations, and (i) significance of the study. 

ûesian 

This study was designed to obtain 4'iw0 sides of the story" regarding M a t  constituted 

leaming opportunities in the workplace using a naturalistic approach. The design enabled 

cornparisons and contrasts among responses provided by executive managers and front-line 

em ployees. Data were col leded via semi-strudured, in-depth interviews to address the research 

question and the subquestions posed. This apptoach assisted in (a) exemplrfying cornmonalties 

and differences in perceptions, and (b) providing vivid examples of the relevant issues. A greater 

understanding of learning opportunities was gained by studying the phenornena in theIr naturai 

context. 

Samole 

There were two important facets of the sample, wtiicb are addresseci below. The first 

relates to the organization seleded for the research; the second relates to seledion of the 

respondents who provided the interview data. 



The Commny 

The Company was purposively selected based upon its support of leaming in the 

workplace and upon its intemal woMorce's predisposition to leaming and consuiting or advising 

others in adult leaming for the business wodd. Without jeopadking confidentiality, it is safe to 

say that The Company, along with &ers in Alberta, was recently, in 1998, recognized for 

supplying learning opportunities for its front-line ernployees because The Company's front-line 

employees took the initiative to advertise its accompfishments in this regard. Fufti18f, me 

Company's mission and goals revolved around the suppfy of services to help its dientele find 

and irnplement alternative work solutions. The CornpanYs main customers were adult leamers 

who had been or wfio were going to be displaced frum their curent jobs or other incorne- 

generating programs, such as employment insurance. me Companfs goal was to teach adults 

how to sustain their ability to w o k  The target population fiom which The Company was selected 

were those organizations which had been recognized for supporting ernployee learning in the 

workplace. Access was gained to The Company by providing a letter of introduction and an 

overview of the research to the organization's mer-executives (see Appendices A and B). 

The Company was purposefully sefected for two prirnary reasons. First, it was known to 

support ernployees' leaming for the organ'kation in terms of sponsoring training and 

development programs. Second, its interna1 labor force had relatively high familiarity with adult 

leaming pfinciples and practiceç because of its service goals. Consequently, this organization 

was seen as one able to provide highly credible data given the research questions guiding the 

study. 

The Resaondents 

Selsdion of the respondents was based upon (a) willingness to participate, and 

(b) evidence that they had participatecl in some aspect of adult education which was supported 

and provided by The Company. Two owner-exewtives and three front-line ernployees were 

chosen to be the key infamants for the interviews, The owners were selected because they 

foned part of the prirnary decisionniaking quorum for operational and human resourœ 



management pradiœs The front-line employees were seleded because they were (a) impaded 

by the ownersr decisioris, (b) diredly involved in meeting The Company's service goals, and 

(c) knowledgeable about the concept of adult fearning in their workplace, how it was 

operationalized, and how The Companfs policies and practices affected their feaming in the 

workplace. 

Respondents were selected using a "snowball" technique (Berg, 1998; 8ogdan & Bikien, 

1992). During the first of a two-day field placement, I was introduced to the staff rnembers by one 

of the senior owners, who was advertised by other staff members to be the most tenured and, 

therefore, the most knowledgeable employee on The Company's learning support systerns. This 

executive provided me with introductory information pertaining to his own and others' roles and 

responsibilities in The Company, and tie aided rny data-collection activities by supporting rny 

legitimacy as a researcher tu the intemal labor force. 

While I was on site, I took advantage of opportunities to discuss learning in the 

workplace with the respondents. It was from these introductions and preliminary discussions that 

the key informants were invited to take part in tape-recorded interviews. Ail of the candidates 

who were first approached agreed to participate. The field plaœment was used only as a means 

to farniliar~e rnyseif with The Company and fis personnel so that I cuuld select the appropriate 

key infonants. 

Oata-Collection Procedures 

This section discusses the interviews, the interview schedule, and data organkation. 

The IflteMûw& 

Data were mlleded by using a semistnictured, 45-minute interview for each of the five 

respondents. Inte~*ewing occulred over two separate days, which took place no more than five 

days after my field placement. The two rnembers of the executive group (EG) were interviewed in 

The Company's boardroom dunng the same workday. Members of aie employee group (FLG) 



were interviewed at a location outside The Company over a period of one day- Ail interviews 

were transcribed verbatirn in preparation for data analysis. 

The Interview Schedule 

The interview scfwdule was created during the pilot-study phase of this research project 

for two main purposes: (a) to address the main research question and subquestions, and (b) to 

cross-check data by wording the question in at least two difFerent ways. The interview sctiedule 

guided the interview process to ensur-s much as possiblec-thaf each interview was 

operationalized in the same way. As this study's research subquestions suggest, the interview 

xhedules were constfucted to obtain two different perspectives on the same topics relating to 

employees' seffdirectedness in the workplace. The intenriew sdiedule created the opportunity to 

compare responses from two points of view, one from the executive standpoint and one From the 

Front-fine's stance. Appendices C and D show the questions wtiich guided the intewiews. 

Data Omanization 

From the 12 questions posed to the respondents, ttiree main topic areas pertaining to 

ernployees' learning arose. They were (a) leaming objectives, (b) recognition and rewards, and 

(c) general support mechanisrns. Data colledion surrounding these categories was facilitated by 

querying respondents about these topics through direct and indirect questioning. Data felating to 

other ernergent subcategories were discovered rnainly through the use of ancillary questioning. 

Data Analvds 

Data exploration was based upon deductive and inductive analysis. Deductive analysis 

stemmed fiom information retB'eved from the Iiterature and my own related experiences related to 

ernpfoyees' seffdirection for leaming for the workplaçe. 

All of the data which pertained to each of the ttiree main topic areas were grouped using 

themetic anal ysis (Berg, 1 998). After the pnmary coding was completed, each of the three main 

topics was systematically broken d m  through open coding (Berg, 1998) as a means to find 

sirnilaflties and differences among the responses. Eacb of the key infonnants responded to the 



same main topics but not necessanly to the subtopics because, with few exceptions, the fatter 

were most offen the result of unstnictured probe questions. 

Based upon rny emence as a student in the field of adult education and as a 

praditioner of human resource development techniques for anottier company Wich supportecl 

T&D programs, I had fomed three main suppositions prior to conducting the study. First, I 

believed that a company wtiich had been recognked for supporting and sponsoring leaming 

opportunities also supporteci employees' seff-diredion. Second, I consequently believed mat The 

Company practiced participative management philosophies and used systems which monitored 

and recorded management and employee intervention in regard to rnaintaining a Mance of 

authority and control between executives and front-line personnel as a means to support self- - 

directedness. Finally, I supposed mat a company which could be characterized in this way would 

recognize and reward employees specifically for their self-diredednes in leaming for the 

organization. In as much as I attempted to cîrcumvent the effeds of my beliefs on the research, it 

is likely that this threat was not entirely elirninated. Huwever, the foilowing section describes rny 

role in attempting to mitigate d%s and oater threats to the bustworthiness of the study. 

Guba (1981) provided key assumptions relevant to tnrth value, applicabifity, consistency, 

and neutrality, wtiich were considered in the design and implementation of this study. These are 

discusseâ in terms of (a) credibility, (b) dependa bility, (c) confimabi f ity, and (d) transferability. 

Credi bility 

The study was designed to increase the credibility of the research by (a) condensing the 

time line between the seledion of the respondents and their peiusal of their transcripts to 

rninirnize information sharing, (b) interviewing the fmt-line ernpfoyees outside The Company to 

minirnize intemal workplâce influence, and (c) using semistmdured interviews to approach data 

collection from diierent perspedives. Rie semistandardization of the interview sctredule meant 



that the respondents were treated in virtualiy the same way, alttrough each interview had a Iife of 

its own- The truth value was enhanced by maintaining respondents' individualities. 

Dependabillty 

The seledion of the key infonnants helped to increase the dependability of the study 

because data were retrieved from sbff mernbers in The Company who were qualified to speak to 

leaming opportunities in the workplace. Unless these individuals experienced major paradigm 

shifts or unless ttiey exit& 7he Company en masse, similar findings woufd be obtained 

(consistency) if the study was repeated in the same setting. 

Confinnability 

To ensure that the findings of the inquiries refleded the respondents' understandings 

and not just my prediledions, the foflowing techniques were employed. First, triangufation was 

used to gain different insights into the phenomenon using different sources (Gall, Borg, & Gall, 

1996) atthough mly one data collection rnethod was used. 'The key to triangulation is to Vary in 

sorne way the approach used to generate the finding that you are seeking to corroborate" 

(p. 575). The purpose for triangulation was to ensure that "two sides of the stow' were provided 

as a means to minimize researcher bias in interpreting data m m  only one source. 

Each respondent was provided with the opportunity to peruse his or her own interview 

transcript for two main reasons. First, it afTorded them the control to delete any responses which 

might have been pe r~ i ved  to be inappropriate, d e r  the f a d  Second, it allowed triem to m c t  

any iflaccuracies which rnight have surfaced during the transcn'bing process. One respondent 

added two separate sentences to daMy one point, and another correded four spelling emrs. 

None of the other respondents made any changes to their transcfipts. 

An audit trail (Gall et al., 1996) was developed and checked by a "researcti-Wise" 

individual who was not involved in the research reported hem, but who was aware of my beliefs 

and biases. This individuai monitored d-ltediori and analysis processes by wmpleting the 

following adivities: (a) reviewing the formation of the interview schedule, (b) reviewing the 



content of my field notes, (c) becorning farniliarized with pertinent Iiterature, and (d) perusing the 

findings to check for verisirnilitude in reporting. 

Transferability 

Providing a thick description of The Company and the respondents enhanced 

transferability of the findings from this study. Further, The Company c m  be considered to be 

typicol of many small, pnvately owned, for-profit organizations. The main difference between The 

Company and other sirnilm organïzations is that it was recognized for providing iearning 

opportunities in the workpiaw, whereas others might not have been. Therefore, the 

transferability of the findings might pertain more to settings-as described in the next chapter- 

in which adult leaming in the workplace is operationalited in theory and in pradice. 

Limitations 

This research was Iimited to the study of the cirwmstances which surrounded the 

creation of leaming opportunities for employees in ternis of the support they received for being 

selfdirected in their leaming. The intent was to gain understanding of those circumstances, 

hich facilitated employees' leaming for the organization in this regard, based UV ridi 

descriptions provided by the selected key infamants. The richness of these descriptions may 

have been limited by the respondents' abifities to recoiiect pertinent information. 

Delimitations 

Only The Company's Edmonton office was chosen for study, largely because of 

convenience. Only two days were used for the field placement and interviewing because The 

Company did not wish to expend additional resources for th study. Work and persona1 tirne 

were used by the respondents to participate in field placement, interview sessions, and transaipt 

diecking. As I had suspected at the start of the research, demands of the wslkplaœ and other 

interventions would prevent respondents from providing additional time to the study. 



Of prime importance to ethical amsiderations was individual key informant and response 

confidentiality. Responses were gmu ped togethet to prevent aie ke y informanl fiam discerning 

what others had said. Furfher, other readers of the study, induding The Companfs remaining 

staff mernbers, will not be able to determine 'Who said wtiat" Resporidents were also repeatedly 

rerninded that they could opt out of tf10 study or veto the use of any data they provided. Neither 

of these rigtits was exerciseâ by any of the key informants. 

Sirrnificbnce of ths Study 

This study is signifiant in two ways. First, it contributes adult learning theory. Second, it 

offers pradical insights for enhancing leaming in organizations. The literature suggested that 

alternatives to traditional training and developrnent philosophies and practices were required to 

increese emptoyees' teaming for the workplace by MordIng hem the authority to conttol their 

leaming processes. This study contributes to the literature by helping to define selfdirededness 

in leaming within the context of the workplace. ft also adds to academic knowledge pertaining to 

seif-directed learning and will help to expand the nartow Stream contentions about how this 

learning system is operationalized in the workplace. Addr'tionally, the study offers insights into 

hav organizations c m  redire improvements and inmeases in organizational effediveness and 

efficiency by supporting employees' seff-dirededness in karning for the organitation. 

Surnmary 

This chapter desçribed the components of the qualitative researcb rnethod used in this 

study. Topics included for discussion were the design, the sample, data collection, and data 

analysis. Potential interventions to tnistworthiness were identifid, and the reader was offered 

information regarding the integrity of the study. The findings of the shidy as they emerged from 

the key infomiants' responses are discussed in the next chapter. 



CHAPTER 4 

FlNDlNGS 

Overview of the Findings 

This chapter is separated into three major sections. The first provides a description of 

the organhtion in which the research was conduded. The second and third sections explore 

the Executive Group (EG) and the Front-Line Grwp (FLG) rnembers' opinions regarding support 

of ernployees' seff-dirededness in leaming for the workplace. 

Description of "The Company" 

The research was conducted in a 10-year-old, privately owned, for-profit organization in 

Edmonton, Alberta. Afthough the mother company had &ces in other parts of Canada, it was 

only the wganization of the Edmonton office-hereinafter known as 'The Company"4ich 

formed the basis for this study. The Company's mission and goals are discussed firçt. Then its 

intemal labor force is described with the use of a schematic drawing of its organizational chart. 

Portrayals of both the EG and FLG are also provided as a means to farniliarize the mader with 

respondents' generat characteristics. Finally, a general overview of The Companfs finances and 

T&D budget allocation is provided. 

Mission and Goals 

The Company's "reason for king" dealt mainly with convincing its adult (over 18 years 

of age) clients that work was the means to achieve seif-fuffillment and that they had the ability 

and motivation to leam how to sustain work in Alberta's turbulent eoonornic climate. Th8 

Company's mission was to teach these aduk students how to uncover and utilire their potential 

to work continuously even if they had experienced or were going to experience a job loss. For 

example, one program was targeted at helping students eliminate their dependence on 

employrnent insurance by teacbing tfiem how to establish and operate their own businesses. The 

Company maintained its existence by continually meeting its organizational goal to make a profit 



by supplying the service of helping already or soon-1o-h dispfaced workers leam how to 

identm, create, and take advantage of paid work opportunities. 

Intemal Labar Force 

The purposes of the following discussion are to help the reader becorne familiar with The 

Company, identijr the areas in The Company from whicb the key informants were seleded, and 

describe the composite characteristics of the EG and FLG. The task of reporting on The 

Company's structure was made diffiailt because The Company did not have formally defined, 

operationalked reporting paths and job specifications and job descriptions in place. Figure 4.1, 

the organizational chart, is an interpretation of the general reporting stnidure and the existing 

types of positions wtiich were desuibed to me by the respondents. Its inclusion is intended to 

help the reader comprehend The Company's general mmposition. Fewer than 20 staff rnembers 

worked out of The Company, and of these, three were owners and executive managers of The 

Company. The remaining interna! labor force consisted of junior managers and front-line 

employees. 

Levd 1 

Level 1 comprised three executive managers who diredly perfomed managerial 

functions of planning, organizing, staffing, leading, and controliing. As a management team, 

executives' main roles and responsibilities were to create strategic and tactical plans to effect 

company survival and growth. They were responsible for procunng and allocating company 

reswrces effectively and efficiently and for hiring the "right" employees for aie "right" jobs at the 

"right" times. Finally, executives had overall authority to rnonitor work-related performance and to 

mate and implement improvements to work processes. Executives had Iine authority-the right 

to order employees to complete work t a s k ~ v e r  al1 other staff rnembers in The Company. The 

concept of adult ieaming in this context is important because work process improvements were 

generally realized by adivating employees' leaming for the workplaœ. Overall, exdves were 

responsible for irnproving and increasing organizational effediveness and efficiency. 





Al1 of the execuüves were knaivledgeabfe of aduit leaming for work because of their 

current roles and responsibilities and because of their past expariences in 0 t h  jobs-atl had 

been instnrdors of adult education programs at some point in their careers. Executives were 

responsible and accauntable for planning the recruitment and seledion of ernployees who were 

wilIing to learn to effect organizational Mediveness and efficiency. Executives had the final say 

in detemiining the types and amounts of direction and support that The Company provided for 

ernployees' karning for the workplaœ, 

Com~osite Description of the EG 

A composite desm'ption of the EG is provided to protect the confidentiality of the 

individual respondents in this group. The EG compn'sed hivo of the thrw executives working at 

Level 1 of The Company who had aie most seniority and tenure with this organization. As a unit, 

it had beeri affiliated with The Company for approximately six years- Its educational background 

was documented wîth a combination of postsecondary certification and graduate work in the 

fields of social sciences, business development, and Iabr relations. It also had more than five 

years of work exprieme in teaching adult leamers. The two members of the EG were queried 

for their opinions because of their educational and work experience perbining ta ernployees' 

leaming for the workplaœ. They were also queried because they were an integral part of the 

management team which ultimately determined how direction and support for ernployee leaming 

was operationalized in The Company. 

Level2 

The newly constnicted Level2 (in place for less than six months) consist@ of hvo 

intermediary or middle managers, the General Office Manager (GOM) and the Financial 

Manager (FM). The GOM was responsible for m a n a g i n g  The Company's operations with the 

executives, and the FM was responsible for general accounting functions and capitaI investment 

management. At the time that the research was conduded, the GOM and FM had only staff 



authority or 'Yhe rigM to advise or assist those with line authorit)r' (CeRo, 1 997, p. Gd). They did 

not have the right to order emptoyees to wmplete work tasks as the executives did. 

There were two reasons why the GOM and the FM were positioned at Level2. First, al1 

of the FLG members stated that they met imes had to approach the GOM or the FM with 

comments and suggestions M o r e  communicating with executive managers, which, to sorne 

degree, suppwts a main of command. However, neither the exeaRives nor the front-line 

employees remgnized any person in Level2 as having Iine authority pertaining to direction and 

support of employees' leaming-relatecf adivities. 

Second, Levei 3 employees could teceive promotions by acquiring either the GOM or 

FM positions and by moving frorn Level3 to Level2. At the time the research was conducted, the 

GOM had recently been promoted from a Level3 instructor position. At this same time, the FM 

had just b e n  hired from outside The Company to fil1 a newiy estabfished and vacant position 

because there were no Level3 candidates who were qualified to do the job. ! was told that 

should a Level3 employee attain the necessary educational and work qualifications for the FM 

position, he or she might be able to attain a promotion to Level2. Atthough the GOM and FM 

were not considered to be direct supervisors of any tevel3 employees, both held positions to 

which front-line employees might be promoted. 

Level3 

Level3 cornprised front-line employees who interaded directly with The Company's 

dients. These employees perfmed primary fundions pertaining to (a) intemal and extemal 

customer support, (b) service marketing and customer recruitment, and (c) instructional 

devetoprnent and delivery. 

Each employee in LeveI 3 also had a secondary mle to consult and advise executives. 

Some employees at Level3 were highly qualified to help execuüves manage and develop The 

Company's operations because of their educational backgrounds in commerce and financiaf 

planning, coupleci with their work experience relating to the management and development of 



th& privately owned consulting busineses. Because of these qualifications, LeveI 3 employees 

were expeded by the executives to provide suggestions for work prooess and educational 

program irnprovements. The primary roi8 of Level3 employees was to provide educational 

services to students, and the secondary rote, to advise executives. No one positioned in Level3 

had line auttiority over any other staff member of The Company. 

Composite Descfiation of the FLG 

A composite description of the FLG is provided to proted the amfidentiatity of oie 

individual respondents in this group. The FLG menibers were qualified to speak to the topic of 

employees' learning in the workplace because of their job responsibilities and their experienœ in 

leaming for The Company, and because they were attuned to the fedors which helped The 

Company attain an award for supporting employees' leaming. The FLG comprised three 

employees from Level3 on the organizational chart who were responsible for diredly attending 

to adult students' feaming needs. Ail of the FLG members were e x p e r i e d  in supplying some 

educational service component to The Company's clients because they were aduh educators. 

The FLG's collective educational background was documented with a combination of 

postsecondafy certification and graduate work in the fields of economics, business management 

and development, and heatth and wellness. These ernployees used their educational 

backgrounds to facilitate the development and deIivery of adult education programs from The 

Company to its clients. Education also helped these employees detemine what direction and 

support was needed for their own workplaœ leaming. 

As a unit, the FLG members had worked for The Company for an average of 18 months, 

which some might consider to be a short time. However, alf FLG members were highly familiar 

with The Campanis operationalkation of diredion and support for employees' leamino because 

they had recentiy experienced (within Iess than three months) executives' interventions in their 

learning for the workplace. Additionally, the FLG members were familiar with the fadors wtiich 

they perceived had helped The Company attain provincial recognition for supporting employees' 

leaming for the workplace. 



General Financial Infonnution and the Trainha and Develooment Budaet 

The company aflowed the folfowing general information pertaining to revenue and 

expenses and T&D budgets to be included for discussion. 

Dired delivery costs for al[ of the services that The Company offered were at 50% of 

revenue generation. The Company wvered indirect service msts with the reminder of the 

revenue, wfiich included, but were not Iirnited to, T&D- Those monies which were not spent on 

direct and indirect senrice delïvery accumulated to fonn Company profit. 

The Company supprted leaming in the workplace by providing al1 staff rnembers with 

extraordinary and ordinary resources. The Company directly allocated a total of $3,000 to $4,000 

annually to cover al l exlraordinary resource costs relating to T&D for al1 employees at Levels 1, 

2, and 3 of the organization. Extraordinary leaming resources were considered to be those which 

The Company did not have the ability to provide itself. In the main, T&D funds were spent on 

sending staff members to take cwfses at V ~ ~ O U S  educational institutions outside The Company 

and on purchasing learning materials The Company did not have on hand. 

To put The Cornpanfs direct T&D aIlocatim into perspective, the following extrapolation 

is Mered. if The Company had generated $1 million in revenue in one year, its annual training 

and development budget wouM have ben, at most, 0.4% of its total revenue or 0.8% of its gros 

revenue &ter taking into account direct delivery costs. Because the training budget was f ~ e d  at 

up to $4,000 annually, iweases in revenue would serve to decrease the proportion of the 

budget which was allocated to training. Ver' Iittle of this companfs revenue was directly 

allocated to provide employees wîth the abilrty to obtain extraordinary leaming resources. 

Additionally, investments in leaming were not proportional to increases in revenue. 

Most of the T&D that employees received was categorïzed under ordinafy resources or 

those tangible and intangible items that ??w Company had on hand to support employees' 

leaming. Tangible materials included, but wem not limited to, those items which were used to 

supply customer education such as the prwrams ttiernselves, textbooks, journal articles, 



software packages, and cornputers, as well as ttie tirne away ftom work adivities tc use M m .  

More intangble ordinary resources were the exeartive managers' ability and wiilingness to hefp 

employees leam through coaching, mentoring, and modeling of learning behaviors- 

The Key Infonnants' Reiponses 

The remaining portion uf this chapter is devoted to the exploration of the EG and FLG 

members' perceptions regarding direction and support of employees' leaming for the workplace. 

Information pertaining to direction was solicited by querying each group member about kaming 

objectives and asking about mat Front-line employees had to learn and men. 

Each group member also supplied data regarding support for employees' leaming. 

Specifically, al! were asked to respond to questions regarding recognition and rewards. They 

provided their opinions regarding those factors which they perceived had either enabled or 

disabled their leaming. Both exewtives' responses were pooled together to descn'be the EG 

mernbers' opinions, and ail of the fmnt-line employees' responses were gathered to portray the 

FLG rnembers' perspectives. The EG members' perceptions regarding the aforementioned topics 

will be discussed M o r e  the FLG membrs'. 

The EG Mernbers' Opinions Regarding Di-on of Employees' Learning 

In this section, the EG membets' opinions of what predisposed employees to leam for 

The Company and the rationale are explored by discussing (a) employees' characteristics, and 

(b) mandatory leaming. These topics together provide a n'ch description of what employees had 

to leam for The Company and why- 

Management was ultimately responsible for the rmitment and seledion of employees. 

One of the EG rnembers stated that only those candidates who showed a propensity for leaming 

were hired by The Company in the fmt place. Essentialiy, this executive purposefully looked for 

employees who were self-motivated to learn and who rnight not need much diredion in ternis of 



being convinced that learning for the workplace was a requisite for sustaining work in The 

Company: 

They are motivated by their own sense uf professionalism. We have a mole bunch of 
people here who reafly take a lot of pnde in doing what they d~ well. They am ahmys 
keen because it is the ethos of those people that we hire. 

Valuable ernployees were those who were willing and able to leam for tt\e organization even on 

their first day of work with The Company. There was a match between The Company and those 

people for whoin mt inwus  improvement was paramount and for whom learning was the vehicle 

for Knpmving performance. Theoretically, al1 employees hired in The Company were supposed to 

be active Ieamers h o  did not require high bvels of direction from executives in this regard. 

Mandatow Leaminfi 

Execufives generally played a large role in determining what ernployees needed to leam 

at both strategic and tactical levels of decision making. Alf employees were required to 

participate in mandatory leaming adivities which helped the organktion becbme more effective 

and efficient at a macro or corporate level and at a micro or job level. 

Fonnal Leamina Obiectives 

60th executives expected that al1 ernployees would participate in leaming for the 

organization without using forma1 leaming objectives to pinpoint what had to be learned, when, 

and how. The primary reason that format leaming objectives were not used for direct leaming 

was to enable ernployees to learn more than only what was in the objective: 

There isn't a script written down. Having toa tight control, having too tight a job 
description, or having too tight an expedation minimires leaming. 

The other executive added !O this by stating: 

When people feel that they are being controlled, they have less tendency to want to 
learn something w to do something new because they have less enthusiasm. When I 
see that, l think that too much stnJdure decreases positive personal m r g y  to be 
creative. Being creative means being able to have control over the choices whicb are 
created. Having control means having the opportunity to create chices and alternatives. 

The EG members believed ttiat format leaming objectives wrbed ernployees' control over their 

leaming, which in turn decreased the ability and desite to be creative and to take n'W. 



Executives did not want employees to wait to be told what to leam. lnstead, it was hoped that the 

omission of formal leaming objectives would allow employees to detemine what their leaming 

needs were. The executives were of the opinion that a substantiai part of an ernployee's leaming 

was reliant on setfdirection. However, the EG members also provided evîdence to the contrary 

in tems of describing employees' roles in making strategic and tactical decisions, which are 

described befow. 

Ernployees' abilities to direct what they needed ta leam were curbed by the executives' 

retention of authority to make strategic decisions that affeded the entire organization- These 

types of deusions were considered to adivate leaming at a rnacro [evel. At the time that the 

research was conducted, management had decided that al1 of The Company's staff members 

would leam to work in a values-based and principled environment to facilitate corporate cultural 

change: 

Right now the whole Company is on a leaming curve. We are building ouf business 
based upon values. There is a tremendous amount of leaming about that for everyone 
because it is a new venture. 

Management aswrned authwity to decide The Companfs strategic direction and how al1 

emplo yees would he 1 p meet the organizational goals of improving and increasing effectiveness 

and efficiency. Centralized decision making and extrernefy high levels of direction were used 

wtien corporate vision was at stake. At this juncture, the employees were told what they fmd to 

leam for the organization4s sake without the use of fomialized learning objectives. In tems of 

their consultative roles, employees were not asked to advise management on corporate strategy 

which included issues surroundhg T&D at a m a m  Ievel of planning. 

Tactical Decisions 

It was more likely that executives woüld consider ernployees' advice at tadical or lower 

levels of decision making where ernployees were encouraged to help management decide how 

the strategy would be turned into actual work processes. Employees were more likely to have the 



authority to make decisions about what was required to leam for the workplace *en it was time 

to operationalire the new strategy or to put the change into motion: 

They will leam because there is buy-in. Ttiey have generated the values. We have also 
gone through the systems so that everyone is doing things in the same way. 

Along with management and other staff members, employees were 0nCOura~ed to cxFcreate 

leaming systems to support the strateg ic change. 6 y establishing a somewhat participative 

environment, executives received the benefit of employees' knowiedge and experience with 

regard to creating and standardizing processes whicti cauld fead to effective and efficient use of 

company resources. 

Anotber putpose for affording employees this control was to motivate them to accept the 

strategy in the first place. At tactical stages, emptoyees were encuuraged to help executives 

detenine in m a t  types of mandatory leaming al1 staff members were going to be engaged. By 

assimilating employees' suggestions into the "master plan." executives increased employees' 

willingness to CO-direct what had to be Ieamed for the organization. ExBCUti*ves and empfoyees 

exchanged information that was needed to direct leaming during tadical or mid level but not 

strategic or high-level planning stages of decision making. 

One way that management regulated what ernployees would Ieam was by controlling the 

amounts and types of information that could be accessed by ernployees. That which 

management felt was not in the best interests of ernptoyees to know was withheld: 

There are sorne things at the management level that don't get shared with the staff- 
those are usually future directions-until they are more solid. We don? want to get 
people's expectations raised t h t  we are going to charge off and open a pizza training 
school or something and then find out that we just haven't been able to get A and B 
together on it There w u i d  be some opportunities ttiere for people to forward pian for 
their own feaming opportunities, but they don't know that infomtion. 

In essence, employees wuld read only to strategic decisions which were aiready made 

by executives because they did mt always have access to information that was used 10 create 

the strategies. Ernployees could not direct Ieaming wtien they were denied access to pertinent 

informat ion. 



Micro Develo~ment 

Management also play& a significant foie in detmining what employees had to leam 

for micro development or their ability to perform well in current jobs. 80th members of the EG 

echoed the same general opinion that ernphyees were a h y s  given feedback or information 

about their performance: 

l think that it as a lot to do with the customers. When the customers' needs are not k i n g  
met, it shows up very quiMy. That woutd Iikely be the first indication. f can walk into the 
classroom and within 15 minutes or haif an hour know if those clients' needs are being 
met. I know from experienœ and from being able to see Mat  the body language and 
what the enthusiasm level is for both the instructor and the customer. 

In this particular respondent's view, it was management's responsibility to identify employees' 

performance gaps. #en these gaps were communicated to the employee, management was 

actually detemining what the employee had to leam for the purpose of improving performance. 

In regard to management fundions of leading and mntrolling, executives exerted their authority 

to rnonitor and correct ernployees' performance. 

The following passage is supportive of executives' use of two-way communication to 

direct employees about what they needed to leam to impmve performanœ: 

One of our people had a real ski11 shortage in one area. So we taIked about it in a 
supervisory mode, and it was acknowledged that it was also something that the 
individual wanted to work on. 1 gave some direct feedback, and the next &y there was a 
positive change. But l knew that would happen because I had seen that kind of behavior 
before. 

Another management hindion was to convince the employee that a performance mp existed. 

The employee accepted the manager's request because ttiere was a means to provide feedback 

and to achieve goal congntency. At a job or micro level, whre, ostensibly, an empfoyee would 

have the most authority to controt what was leamed, management used two-way communication 

to motivate the employee to intemalize externat goals. 

The other executive also stated that two-way communication between an executive and 

employee was used to discuss appropriate T&D adivities, as was indicated in the foliWng 

passage: 



To me, that is M a t  a leaming opportunity is. It is the opportunity to see the areas for 
growth. That usually cornes frorn the experienœ of having a person who is willing to sit 
down and talk- it is the experienœ uf Ming able to talk with someone who can tell you 
M a t  you are doing nght and Mat  needs to be improved. mat kind of relationship helps 
people to keep iearning. 

According to this respondent, many learning opportunities were generated wtien the employee 

was willing to accept direction frorn management but also was able to co-deterrnine what had to 

be leamed for the organiration and why. At micro fevels of leaming, management had a strong 

role in detemining what the employee had to leam. The employee was obligated to accept that 

information and put into use, primarily to bridge performance gaps. In tenns of tadical 

intervention, management ernployed hvo-way communication. At a strateg ic level, it was more 

likely that one-way communication was used. 

Ttie EG Members' Opinions Regarding Support of Employees' Leaming 

Generalfy speaking, both mernbers of the EG believed that afl ernployees were 

supported generously for learning. The Company provided support by creating a "leaming 

atmosphere." 

The exewtives believed that the creation and the maintenance of a 'leaming 

atrnosphere" facilitated employees' leaming for the workplaœ. This environment was 

charactenzed as one in wtiich ordinary resources or those items wuhich The Company had on 

hand were provided to support employees' learning. The ordinary resources that the EG 

mernbers desm-bed were (a) akmanagernent, (b) ernployee empowerment, (c) exBCLRivesl 

modeling of leaming behavior, and (d) recognition for leaming. 

Co-Management 

The EG rnembers perceived that participative management was operationaiized through 

the creation and maintenance of mpetative and collaborative transactions between 

management and front-line employees et tadical levels of decision rnaking. One of the EG 

mernbers stated that participative management in leaming was charaderized as leaming 

together: 



Evsryone is trying to work on areas that they are not expert at, and we are trying to feam 
it together. We try to give everyone a lot of support, and we can't motivate them by 
srnacking them arwnd. 

It was thougM that employees were supported in learning M e n  they were treated as learning 

partners, This also implied that employees had some euthority to control some aspeds of ttteir 

leaming, as long as they did not make unilateral decisions in a vacuum. 

In The Company, ernployee empowement had much to do with management's 

wiflingness to share decision-making responsibility and accountability with employees. One 

execut ive stated: 

I think that the biggest thing is that it is the responsibility and the ownership. I find that 
you don't get that if people think that they are just employees. If you are just an 
employw, then ttie success or failure is not a personal problem; it is then considered to 
b8 the supervisof's problem. If I ernpawer the facilitators, then the success or failure 
becornes a team effort, and the whole group feels more responsible. if people feel 
responsible, they also feel that they want to learn more. 

This respondent believed that employees would be motivated to leam wfien they felt that th8y 

were expeded to be responsible and amuntable for meeting or not meeting their work and 

leaming obligations, just as management was. Management attempted to h i l d  an atmosphere in 

which leaming was worthwfiife, purposeful, and meaningful by increasing the employee's "stake" 

in the organization, which, in tum, was to increase the employee's desire to learn more for The 

Company. Treating employees as equals was meant to increase ernployees' intrinsic motivation 

Another aspect of empowerrnent related to management's desire and ability to m a t e  an 

environment that supported feaming from tria{ and error. if ernployees applied leaming outcornes 

inconectly, they did not exprierice severe negative consequences for their rnistakes- By 

removing unpleasant stimuli, management pradiced negative reinforcement of leaming behavior. 

Employees continued to want to leam because they were not punished for making mistakes. 

First of alf, we have to accept that people will make mistakes, and we have to encourage 
people to make mistakes. The Jack of willingness to accept rnistakes means that people 
will be less and less willing to try new things. if people do not feel that they can make 



mistakes, eventually their response will be to not do anything at all. Secondly, people 
have to leam fiom those mistakes. 

Leaming from trial and error meant allowing employees to experience the negative 

consequences of their decision making without fear of reprisal. Employees were supported when 

mistakes were made because management did not want employees to shy away from taking on 

more responsibility and accountability. The only caveat to support for trial and error Ieaming was 

the e-ctation that empfoyees would not make the same mistakes repeatedly. 

Modelina of Learnina Behavior 

Executives also adively supported employees' leaming by modeling learning behaviors 

themselves: 

Other ways of doing it is that the partners, themselves, are going on training. What we 
are indicating to our staff by doing this is that we not only preach about lifelong leaming, 
but we also pradiœ it ourselves, We are going to leam about certain things in that 
training session that we can bring back and share. 1 think that we are identifying that al1 
of us need to leam-that it doesn't stop. 

This exewüve's statement relayed the perception that employees would feel more supported in 

theit own leaming not only Men they observed that management engaged in leaming, but also 

when they benefrted from that leaming. 

Recoanition and Rewards for Leaminq 

Generally, management recognized ernployees' leaming by supplying verbal 

commentaries. Learning was rewarded by redesigning jobs, by promoting employees to jobs with 

higher ievels of responsibility, and by distributhg extraordinary resources to employees. 

Verbal Recoanitioq 

Management positively reinforced appropriate leaming behaviors by presenting what 

were thought €0 be pleasant stimuli in the fom of verbal recognition. This executive recagnized 

"good" learning behaviur by congratufating employees privately and publidy: 

When that behavior changed, M a t  I do to reinforce that new learning is to make sure 
that he or she knows that I have noticed and to tell a few dher people. 

This respondent felt responsible for actua!ly suppfying the recognitiori and for creating an 

avenue for other staff rnembers also to identify where a colleague might have excelled as a 



result of leaming. Verbal recognition was not backed up with rnonetary rewards, however- 

Generally speaking, recognition af leaming was conduded wia "pats on the back': 

lt's not recognized with dollars; it is recognized more with kudos and a VVell Done!" One 
of my mandates that i have chosen to use at that meeting is to congratulate the people 
who have been doing something special, and especially when it has b e n  sornething 
difficuit- 

This exeartive made a conscientious effort to recognire those who had ernbarked upon and 

successfully completed some teaming mission. When employees chose the tight course of 

action, their behaviors were reinforced with recognition- However, al! ernployees rnight not 

receive the same support because recognition was a h  dependent upon the uniqueness and 

complexity of the leaming endeavor, inciuding the degree to which Ieaming outcornes benefited 

The Company. Sorne ernployees might not receive recognition if their leaming successes were 

considered by management to be more "ordinary." 

Job Redesia~ 

Execufives abo recognized eniployees' desire and abifities to leam by redesigning jobs 

to inwrporate higher degrees of functional variety. By redesigning jobs, management helped to 

create m m  leaming opportunities because the employee had to leam how to mp le te  different 

tasks in different settings. Job enlargement, which primarily involved the addition of more tasks 

to a job without increasing levels of responsibiiity, was the main type of job redesign employed: 

The ernployees get to go into other programs to show people how to do something. 

This executive's statement indicated that instructors, specificall y, were able to migrate from their 

regular courses into different courses. For mis case, an instructor's core job was purposefully 

enlarged to incorporate deviations from routine tasks or to reduce ernployee boredom. In this 

regard, job enlargement wuld be considerd an extrinsic reward for leaming. 

Job-enlargement techniques also indicated that management actually ttiggered 

employee learning by creating w r k  tasks that the employee might not have adequate knowledge 

and experience to cornpiete. By relying on ernployees' desire to do their jobs well or their needs 

to reduce uncertainty, job enlargement adually reinforced mntinuous leaming for The Company. 



Promotions 

Promotions were also used to recognue employees' learning, although the frequency of 

these events was lirnited due to tbe 'latness" of the organization. Employees had to demonstrate 

that they were capable of leaming and that they had successfulIy appfied what was leamed in 

current jobs before they would be considered for promotion. In one of ttie executive's opinions, 

ieaming aeated work opportunities, mich, in hirn, led to the creation of more leaming 

opportunities. This cycle was describecl in the following passage: 

Leaming is recognized with increases in responsibility and with more opportunities. mat 
option is here for people. They have the opportunity to move up and grow. We promoted 
five people up over the years from various locations-sometirnes permanently, 
sometimes part-time-into management positions. The leaming opportunities are here. 

It was more likely that management would fil1 job openings with existing employees because 

these individuals had already proven themselves to be competent at learning: 

We always, always look to see if we have someone who can do it from inside because 
we know that they know us and there isn't a steep leaming curve to contend with. 

For this executive especiaIIy, the ultimate reward for leaming was thought to be a promution in 

The Company. Essentiaily, if employees treated The Company wdl by leaming for the 

organization, they were, in tum, treated well by The Company. 

One of the exeaitives stated that the final stage of leaming was the employee8s ability to 

demonstrate an application of m a t  was leamed to various work situations: 

Them are three tevels of learning. The first deals with getting infmation or picking up 
things that you didn't know before. If one can integrate that with the rest of what is 
already known, then knowledge is created. That's the second level of leaming. The third 
level of leaming is when one can take that knowledge, synthesue Ït, and apply it to a 
new situation. If you canY perfom it, then you have not leamed it. 

This executive did not consider employees to be adept at learning until they cornpleted each of 

the three learning stages in a finear and hierarchical rnanner. When management obsewed that 

employees cornpleted these tasks, they were more likely to be considerd for promotion. 

Employees wfm were perceived to have a helping attitude were more likely to obtain 

promotions aian those who did not: 

People cauld have the same ski11 set and the same abilities, but it is their attitude that is 
most important-not necessan'ly that they want to change the world, but that they want to 



made things a little M e r .  I look for people wtio are prepared to give it ail to me and do 
m a t  it takes. It is learning more stuff, finding more resources, or =ring more, or putting 
in more hours, or being more compassionate. 

Executives were more likely to recognize Iearning with promotions when employees had proven 

themselves to be wilfing and able to h8fp the organiration in ways that were "over and above" 

those nonnally expected. Proven empioyees were aiso more Iikely to be able to experience more 

learning opportunities because they were more likely to be considered b r  promotions. 

Learning was also rewarded in terms of supplying employees with access to 

extraordinary resources, those items that The Company did not nomally have on hand. These 

incideci, but were not fimited to, courses and wrkshops whid were taugh! by other educational 

institutions. Because the executives beiieved that each emplcyee was valuable to the 

organization, they also believed Bat employees' Iearning needs should be raspected and met by 

The Company: 

From my perspective, it is always the same. We do what we can to help people be 
happier, to be more productive, and to do their jobs better so that they are satisfied with 
the organization. We set up a workspace that has respect for people and has the 
capacity to recognize individual skiffs and individual needs within the framework of aie 
task that has to be achieved. Thete has to be a match between the needs of the 
company and the person's abilities and desires. 

This executive believed that management muid help emptoyees feel more valuable by meeting 

individual needs. For this to m r ,  there was a proviso that individual needs match 

organizational needs; othefwïse The Company might not benefit from the employee's utilkation 

of extrawdinary resuurces. What the individual wanted to leam had to be congruent with what 

the organization needed the ernployee to kam. 

Goal conaniency. Employees whose goals were congnient with mose of The Company 

were more Iikely to receive extraordinary resouroes as rewards for Iearning. The converse was 

aQo true: Employees wtiase leaming goals were not congrnt with those of The Company in 

ternis of its mission, goals, or values for either the short or long term were generally no! provided 

with extraordinary resource suppwt: 



if Oiere is no match between W r e  we're at and where we're going and what that person 
wants, then es, "l'm sony. We can't do that" 

Organizational needs superseded employees' needs with regard to extmordinary resource 

allocations. This did not necessarily mean ?hat employees' personal leaming needs could not 

atso be met in conjundion with leaming for the organkation. ft did rnean, howevef, that the 

organization's needs were to be met first and the employees' second, as was iflustrated in this 

We support our people. For exampie, we pay people's tuition to take university C ~ ~ S S W .  
ff they pass the class, we pay haH their tuition, We do mis as long as we see that it will 
relate to their job or to a hture role in The Company. if they want to go and take 
Sanskrit, I don't think that 1 could support that. Take it as a part of your course wtien you 
are taking one that benefits us. 

The Company held the purse strings; therefore, it was entitjed to limit expenditures and 

distribute revenue as it saw fit 

Hiahlv valuable emnlovees. Each and every employee was considered to be valuable 

to the organization. However, #ere wete degrees of "valuableness" which influenad the 

distribution of extraordinary rewards, because some employees were perceived by executives to 

be more valuable. Employees who fell into the latter category were more Iikely to attain 

extraordinary resource support: 

Probably the ottier blockage would be if we weren't wnvinced that the person was going 
to be a valued employewomeone that was fairly new, or if he or she had a limited skill 
set. We won't invest in a person for m a t  he or she wants to do if it has nothing to do 
with the places that we are going, or someone who has been with us for a while and 
we're thinking that we're not going to keep him or her because he or she doesn't have, 
as a package, alf af the things that we need. That would be based on individual talent. 

Employees were considered to be highfy valuable to The Company when they were perceived to 

have tbe capacity to contribute to the organkation immediately and in the future. For example, 

employees wtro were successful at woriüng in redesigned jobs were more Iikely to provide long- 

terrn benefit to The Company because they would have gained more corporate experience 

leading to promotion. "Proven" employees were seen to warrant fixther development because 

they were assumed by management to be more tikely to contribute more to The Company for a 

long-r pend of time. 



The FLG Meinbers' Opinions Regadhg Direction of Employees' 1-ng 

In this section, the FLG rnernbers' opinions of wtiat predisposed employees to leam for 

the organization and the rationale are expfored by discussing (a) employees' characteristics, and 

(b) direction. These topics togethw provide a rich description of wbat front-line ernployees were 

direded by exewtives to leam for the organization and what circumstances Morded them with 

the authority to be selfdirecfed. 

Emplovees' Characteristics 

Generalfy speaking, al1 FLG members believed that one of the most important factors, 

wtiich characterized leaming, was the concept of open-mindedness. The FLG mernbers' 

composite definition of open-rnidedness related to the willingness to expand on existing 

knowleâge by identifying and researching alternatives to existing parsrdigms. One FLG member 

specifically stated that 

it is being opeminded so that a person can see things differently. You c m  provide 
knawledge and improve skills, but if people don't have the nght attitude, then ifs 
impossible. People have to be open to change and open to explore alternatives. ff they 
m e  in thinking that they know it al], they it just won't work, there wm't be a learning 
opportunity. 

Çrom this respondent's perspedive, ail staff rnembers in the organization needed to be open to 

new ideas and to suggestions for leaming to occur to begin. Another mernber of the FLG echoed 

this sentiment by stating: 

Exploration4n one word, it is probably exploration, It is also curiosity or trying to feam 
new things and to understand them or at least k i n g  aware th& there is sornething else 
out there. As a business person, there are a lot of things tbat you have to do. You need a 
wide breadth of knowledge and less depth, Y w  need to have open consideration of 
things. 

Both of these FLG members believed that employees who were predisposed to Ieaming for the 

organization were willing to change preconceived notions and to try new things. The foais of 

these two passages was the individual's intrinsic motivation to change or enhance what was 

already known. In terms of teaming f x  the organization, these ernployees brought with them the 

desire to be more effective and efficient, and they were seIf-motivated to leam. Presumably, 



ttiese employees were sekfireded teamers wtio did not require high levels of management 

intervention in mis regard. 

Direction 

AIl three of the FLG members believed that they had a responsibility to leam for The 

Company. They unâerstood mat portions of their ernployrnent contracts and performance results 

depended upon their inherent willingness to leam how to improve and increase organizational 

effediveness and efficiency, In this sedion, empioyees' Ieaming requirernents are d e s M M  by 

explonhg their leaming needs. The next segment relates to how their leaming was directed by 

executives. Finally, the FLG rnembers' perceptions of how their self-diredion in leaming was 

supported by The Company are expjored. 

From the FLG memberss responses, it was apparent that The Company did not use 

forma1 leaming objedives to outline m a t  employees had to leam, because al1 three members 

specifically stated that none had ever been communicated to them. However, al1 three 

respondents were able to provide evidence th& informal leaming expedations were discused 

between them and management 

For two of the FLG rnembers, it was the employee wtio first deterrnined what hed to be 

leamed, which contrasted with the EG mernbers' opinions of wtiich party was more likely to 

initiate the leaming process. Each of these respondents perceived that they had triggered their 

leaming by identifying what was needed to improve personal performance. As an example, one 

FLG rnember stated: 

Based on my education, there are some skills that 1 know I need. So I asked for some 
training so I could do my job better. 

Leaming for the organization was bas& upon the individuai's desire to satisfy the need to 

improve personal petfamance at a micro level. Additionally, this ernployee felt qualifiedl to be 

able to determine what personal need would aiso benefit The Company, because there was no 

indication that leaming would occur only for personal gain. The emerging property cr result from 

individual learning was that organizational effediveness and efficiency w l d  eventually be 



enha- h m  at least one employee's participation in micro development Another of the FCG 

I told them that I wanted to participate in [this type] of training because I felt that my skills 
were very basic in this area. 

Both tespondents were of the opinion that they themselves, not management, had detemined 

their leaming needs with a view to ultimately increasing personal eficacy. Even without 

management intervention, b t h  employees had engaged in leaming for the purpose of benefrting 

The Company. 

Learning expectations were operationalized in a different rnanner for the third ernpioyee. 

ln this case, the respondent recollected that management had initialized discussions pertaining 

to more specific leaming requirements: 

1 don't enjoy working un same things, so 1 don't. They would like me to get involved in 
some parts which I don't, like so I am going to delegate those. mey are okay with that 

This employee pointedly indicated that if a personal learning need was not going to be fuifilled, 

leaming would not be engaged in. This respondent afso perceived that management was aware 

of this reludance and was wil f ing to forego its initial request, at least for this specific employee. 

When there was no match between what the employee felt was needed and M a t  management 

required, the employee might refuse to leam. Aiternatively, Men the employee beiieved that 

personal needs meshed with The Company's, there was less reludance to engage in the 

learning adivity. High degrees of management intervention did not always result in employees' 

leaming for ttre organization: 

For m m ,  I think that they wouid like me to get into management at some point They 
wufd like me to leam more about management, and if I decide to go that route, I would 
Iike to do that. 

As a unit, the f LG members felt that it was important to have some contrai in 

detennining mat was required to leam- They al1 perceived that they had somehow exerted some 

authonty to first decide wtrat was important to them personally. One statement from one of the 

FLG rnembers encapsulateci the mmposite point of view that employees ultimately leamed for 

the organization after they satisfied their needs. 



I am motivated to feam because of rny own e>cpadations, more so than complying to 
sorne set of guidelines saying, Vou need this. ' I have certain objectives mat I need to 
meet on a certain topic and 1 need to get to that point. Certainly, there are some things 
that I don't know. 1'11 always need to know more. It is just a matter of satisfying myseif 
more than other people's decisions or expectaüon. Ks not for other people ta say, "Okay, 
you've met that, and now go on to o#er things." 

In respect to fonal  leaming objectives, the FLG basically proved out the EG mernbers' 

comrnents that stn'der guidelines might serve to decrease employees' selfdirectedness and seif- 

motivation. Employees were more Iikely to Ieam m a t  they wanted to leam- More importantly, 

there was evidence that they aif wanted to help The Company, as long as their needs were met 

first. Leaming for the organization occurred after the employee leamed for him- or herself first, 

and it was adually the employee who determineci what mandatory leaming wauld be. One of the 

FLG rnernbers provided the summary for this section: 

It should be recagnized that what I need is meaningful to me. It rnay not be of primary 
importance to the organization, but it should be right up there, I need to knw that 1 am 
allowed to ctioose what 1 need to do and what I need to a m p l i s h .  It may not have 
anything to do with me Company] immediately. if they want to keep good people in the 
organkation, they had better give [us] M a t  we want; otherwise, there is no purpose for 
leaming . 

How E m ~ l  ovees' Leamina Was Oirected 

There was a great deal of evidence to show that employees desired diredion but only in 

ternis of being guided and not wholly managed by executives. FLG rnernbers appreciated 

management intervention men a leaming relationship between employees and executives was 

Each of the FLG members was able to recofled and describe a unique leaming 

relationship with a specific manager. The significance of this relationship was primarily that the 

employee was more Iikely to leam for the organization men it was perceiveci that the right 

amounts of direction was provided by the right manager. For instance, one of the FLG members 

stated that one executive was especially adept at rnaintaining a telationship in which the 

employee felt guided, raaier than direaed: 

He helps me out a lot because I can talk to him. I think mat, out of everyone, he h w s  
me the best, and we are the most alike. I can always go to hirn to ask how to do things, 
and he witl guide me. f believe that he allows people to try and do it their way and then 



say, 'These might be some suggestions for improvement" That's the way he does things 
most of the tim-y sharing his knowledge and expenence. 

This particular passage had at Ieast four layers of information pertaining to how this employee 

wanted to be directed in tearning- First, the higher the level of value congruency btween the 

parties, the more the executive was trusted and the less "leaming risk" the employee had to take. 

Second, the mare the manager was aware of and willing to meet the employee's needs, the more 

likely it was that the employee wuld assimilate the guidance. Third, the more the manager used 

real-life situations to illustrate where the employee had succeeded and possibly failed, the more 

likely it was that the employee knew why [earning was required. Fourth, the longer th8 manager 

stayed with the employee in the learning process, the more likely it was that the employee would 

be amenable to use leaming to improve performance. ln this case, the manager aded as a 

facilitator for the employee's leaming. Facilitation, not diredion, transcendeci the traditional 

manager-employee work relationship into a facilitator-leamer transaction. 

Another of the FLG mernbers showed a greater propensity fix taking leaming risks by 

approaching a manager with whom there was less in cornmon or with whom there was a Iowa 

level of value congruency: 

I have difiiarlties with one of the executives-not difficulties about wkther we get along; 
it's just that we don't think in the same way. So my approach with hirn has to be outside 
of my cornfort zone to make him understand what I am trying to Say to him. I have 
leamed the most from him because he is so diierent from me. Ws funny: The one that 1 
hesitate about the most is the one who 1 have learned the most frorn. 

In tandem, the previous two passages iend credenœ to the finding that it is more Iikely 

for an employee to b8 guided by a manager who is approachable, trustworthy, and trusting. It 

was evident that it was the employee who decided who the best manager might be to d i r e c t  

the leaming process. Both employees continually approached the manager who they thought 

best fit their iearning needs. When a "match" resulted, both parties uîümately m i rec ted  the 

employee's leaming process in a &pendent relationship. 

The existence of M i r e d i o n  built these employees' beliefs that the executive was a 

leaming leader rather than a leaming manager. The major difference between the two was that 

the leaming leader allowed for employee control in determining w h t  was going to be tearned. 



With control, the employee was more assured that personal needs would be met. Once 

employees felt that they h d  the authority to control meir leaming, they began to shoulder more 

responsibility in terms uf engaging in continuous leaming. F inally, the existence of m i red ion  

served to facilitate employees' recognition that they were accountable for learning failures as 

well as succssses, as was evidenced by their acceptance of "improvement" advice. 

Mismatches also occurred in The Company. Not al! managers were as approachable as 

others, and when they did not dernonstrate a wilIingness to strare directive authority with the 

emptoyee, the employee became disengaged ftom Ieaming. The following quotation shows that 

at least one employee felt that some managers did not allow ernployees to direct what they 

would learn and Men: 

Sometimes I feel like I should not ôe doing things mat may help me in rny job, but tf-iat I 
should just do m y  job. Once a manager walked in on me, and I thought that it would be 
perceived that I was just wasting time, so I stopped. 1 felt resenffil, because it is rny job 
and l want to do well at it. I should have been able to do that kind of learning at work, I 
have never done this kind of learning at work since, and I tiaven't approached anyone to 
fix this, either- 

The employewnanager relationship in leaming was dependent upon the unique participants in 

the interaction. Not al1 ernployees felt that all managers were as willing to share authority. This 

notion of both the employee and the manager wanting to controf and direct the employee's 

leârning could be referred to as cwfro l  c0ItisC;On. It was evident that a mismatch during one 

leaming incident suppressed the employee's desire to engage in subsequent leaming ventures. 

When the respondent did not feel that the manager was truçtworthy or trusting in this regard, it 

was more unlikely tbat the employee would feel obligated to resolve the issue with the 

intervening manager, or with any other manager, for that matter. Leaming simply stopped. 

Wthout shared authority and cuntrol, the facilitator-leamer relationship might never be fomed to 

springboard the empIoyeels willingness to shoulder more responsibility and accountability for 

leaming. 



How Employees' Leaming Was Supported 

Arguably, the FLG mernbers' opinions pertaining to personal learning needs and the 

leamer-facilitator relationship couid have ako been included in this sedion in that appmpriate 

management intewention could also ad as a support mechankm for employees' feaming. 

However, the following sedion is diredly related to the FLG rnembers' responses to interview 

questions about specific fadors wtiich The Company suppliecl to support learning. Generally 

speaking, the FLG members believed The Company supported employees' Ceaming. However, 

there was also evidence to show that employees' needs were not always met in this regard, The 

following section provides a fich description of the FLG rnembers' perceptions regarding how 

The Company did or did not support employees' learning for the organization. 

A Leamina Atmos~here 

The FLG members provided evidence to show mat, in the main, me Company had 

instated a "learning atrnosphete." Accorûing to the FLG rnemberç, the major components of a 

leaming atmosphere were (a) access to infonnation, (b) safety, and (c) equality. 

GeneraIly speaking, the FLG members believed that access to information was one of 

the most important aspects of a leaming atmosphere. Prirnarily, infonnation gave them the ability 

to meet personal needs to ffeate choices or alternatives. 

One of The Companfs credos was "No surprises." This meant that both management 

with the ability ta correct a negative situation, or to take advantage of opportunities. One of the 

FLG members stated that, for the most part, employees had the information they needed to 

create choices and to make infomied decisions: 

Things are very open and are not hidden. I'm sure h t  there are a lot of things that 
happen that we don't know about, but I don't feel that them are a mole bunch of things 
that we aren't told that we rieed to know. 

This respondent was mare that all employees woufd not be able to receive al1 of the information 

that was needed ail of the time. This indicated the acœptance of management's prerogative to 



detemine what was important for employees to k m  and when. At times it was appropriate for 

management not to share some types of infomation. 

This was not the case for another of the FLG members. Here, "no secrets" meant that 

access to information adivated knowkdge sharing: 

In a dynamic environment, the group is willing to share, and that is what we are doing. 
Overall, we are a dynamic gmup because there are very few secrets. But there are 
individuals who don7 share; they keep The Company stagnant, A stagnant organization 
is one in which people cannot know any mare. It is one which has people who say, "1 am 
just going to keep doing it this way because 1 don't know what else to do." Most of the 
peopfe in this organkation k m  enough to say that we have to get information from 
everyone so that we can constantly try new things. 

This FLG member expnded the concept of "No secrets" to mean that everyone in The 

Company, not specificatly front-lin8 or management employees, shwld be willing to share 

infomation for the purpose of king able to create change. Access to information, as was 

perceivecl by this ernployee, gave individuals more control over a situation. The mare antrol the 

individual had, the fewer the surprises. 

This respondent was also concemecl that management, specificaliy, did not share 

information: 

They keep us up to date with some of the things mat are happening, but there are 
certain things that they don't. They say it is because it is sîill in progress, and men it 
becornes an accomplished deed, they will let us know. I don? know if I agree with that. 
How am I supposeci to know what I need to know ifthings change? it's nat going to be 
rny role to provide input on that; I wilI [et other people worry about it 

On the one hand, management believed that "no surprises were good surprises." On the other 

hand, executives were ais0 k m  for withholding information that at least one employee fett was 

needed to plan proadively for learning. This ernployee sent two messages regarding access to 

infomation and its infiuenœ on leaming. The fitst refated to the employee's desire and ability to 

use infomation as a rneans to adivate rather than mad to change. Access to infomation 

rninimized surprises. The second indicated that the pradics of withholding information might, in 

fact, tum a once-dynamic ernployee into a stagnant one. When stagnancy occurted, the 

ernployee was less wilting to shoulder more responsibility for Ieaming new things. Access to 



information maximueci the ernployee's ability and motivation to create choices, whicb is an 

integral part of leaming- 

The FLG members unanimously agreed that leaming was more likely to occur M e n  

ernployees felt safe and guarded against punishmerrt or judgement wtien leaming outcomes 

were applied in the workplaœ: 

First of all, it has to be an environment in wtiich it is safe to grow in and make mistakes 
in. You don't leam if you don't make misbkes. tf you are afraid to make t h s e  mistakes. 
you won7 mage the effort to team. I would say that would be important-a safe and 
cornfortable work environment 

This ernployee stated that safety in leaming also meant that employees needed to be tnrsted to 

detemine Iearning appropriateness: 

if people are judging y o w r  even if you perceive that you are k ing  judgebjrou are 
not cornfortable with sticking your neck out To leam, you have to go places where you 
have not gone before, and that is scary. if people are judging you, the support is not 
there. This kind of trust hefps to create a safe environment. 

There was an indication that trust and nonjudgement were linked. Management had to trust that 

employees were capable of determining what had to be Iearned, how learning outcomes would 

be implemented, and wtiy successes and failures had w r r e d ,  without casting an overaïtical 

eye on any part of the leaming proçess. A leaming atmosphere was one in wbicb employees' 

fears were deueased and personal control was increased. 

With safety in ctieck, employees also felt free to leam h m  trial and emr. It was one of 

the major leaming systems employed in The Company because it was operationalized in a 

manner whicti did not punish employees for rnaking mistakes: 

I know that it is okay to make rnistakes. ft is okay to leam from mistakes as Iong as it 
doesn't happen over and over again. lhey exped you to leam fmm your mistakes, and 
they make some ailowanœs for this. 

Learning from trial and error was negatively reinforced leaming because management did not 

apply unpleasant stimuli when rnistakes were made, thereby increasing the employee's 



propensity to take risks. For this employee especially, a leaming atmosphere based on trial and 

error Ieaming was one in which risk taking was supported by management. 

Eaualitv 

When employees and execuüves shared the same leaming philosophies and were 

engaged in similar leaming pfadices, members of the FLG perceived tbe leaming atrnosphere to 

be based in equality. For one of the FLG rnembers, equality was evident wtien it was perceived 

that management activated and modekd leaming attitudes and behaviors: 

I think that it cornes From the top dom. Management shows that they are wifling to adapt 
to leam from their rnistakes and to take adviœ from others. In this organization they 
know that they have certain skills, but they also know that there are things that ttrey don't 
know. niere are willing to ask for help. l think that is how it starts, f i m  the top down. 
You can't say that we adually have a learning environment without them adually 
practicing learning. 

Top management support for feaming was actually a support rnechanism for employees' leaming 

men bath parties were of the same mind. "Practicing what was preached" was an integral 

comportent of a leaming atrnosphere, especially when executives were willing to admit that they 

were not the experts. #f execuiives believed that they could nof leam any more, there would ôe 

no purpose for employeeç' leaming for the organization because nothing would change. In this 

sense, a leaming atmosphere was charaderiz& as being a nonexpert environment or one in 

which everyone was obfigated to recognize ale need for and take ownership of their own 

Another emptoyee felt equal to management because executives made allowances for 

personal interest leaming, just as they might do for themsslves: 

1 rtever have to apologize about personal interests, about different opinions, of about 
bringing in my own resourœs. Other wrnpanies don't want that They don't understand 
that any type of learning that I do will help thern eventually. As long as 1 am doing my job 
well, 1 am Free to explore. This Company provides for that, and I have to give them credit. 

Equality was generated when management ansidered the 'Lvtiole" person and his or her real 

and potentia! contributions from leaming. Additionally, this respondent believed it was important 

for the employee to feel as free or as empowered to choose as executives were perceived to be. 



The FLG members also believeb that any perœptions of inequality would serve to hinder 

the employee's motivation to iearn continuously for the organization. Inequality surfaced more 

when executives did not put ernployees' learning outcornes into pra&ce--when they did not 

practice what they preached in tenns of applying knowledge, One of the FLG membrs stated 

that 

there is frwtration wtien I give suggestions to managers, but they do not do what I said 
they shoufd d ~ v e n  when they tell me that it was a good idea. It makes you wonder 
why things are k i n g  done the way they are. It makes y w  wonder why you are learning 
or helping them to leam to begin with. tf they want it done one way, why don? they just 
do it that way instead of patronizing me? 

Anottier of the FLG members 8ch0ed a similar sentiment: 

By not considering my ideas, somme may play dom sorneone else's accomplishments 
or education. 

Executives were petceived to be more Iikely to mode1 prelirninary stages of learning: gaining 

information and creating cfroices. However, at least two of the employees felt that their equality 

was king compromiseci M e n  executives did not operationalire the more advanced stage of 

applying mat  was leamed. When emptoyees did not feel that their learning for the organization 

had a definite p~irpose, they did not feel supported. This lack of support minimized the 

employees' propensity to shoulder more responsibility, decreased accountability, and 

demotivated the employee fmm wanting to engage in cbntinuous leaming for the organization. 

Learning for the organization seemed to have to result in organizational change so that the 

learning would be perceivecl to be worthwttile. 

Another of the FLG mernbers specufated that inequalities were more likely to increase 

because The Company was becoming Iarger in si28 and more diverse in service. The more that 

executives had to do, the Iess likely it was that h y  would have the time to approach employees 

for their suggestions: 

niere is still a noticeable separstion between employees and management They say 
that this is a flat organitatian, but the hierarcby is still there. They still want to keep sume 
things separate. It has changed over the fast six to eight montbs here in Alberta. It used 
to be very, very open- As the business grows, there are going to be more layes that we 
wiIl have to go through. I am getting separated farther and farther away. I can 
understand why it is happening, but at the same time I wish that it wasn't. 



Structural changes to the organization were leading to imbalances in equality. Whereas there 

were once team leaming experiences, isofated leaming podcets were beginning to fom. 

Employees had an ongoing need to know that management was leaming just as they were. The 

greater the perceivecl distance between manager and emplayee, me greater the employee's 

disbelief that management support would continue for ernployee leaming. 

Recoanition and Rewards 

The final sedion pertaining to employees' support of their leaming for the workplaœ 

relates to recognition and rewards. In ttie main, the FLG members believed that intrinsic reward 

was the most integral rnotivator one could experience to persist in leaming. They Iearned simply 

because they wanted to and not because they felt that they had to. Notwithstanding pemnal 

satisfaction, these ernployees also believed that their leaming should be recognized and that a 

mix of intrinsic and extnnsic rewards should be Mered. One way that employws felt their 

leaming should be recognized was to have management adually impIement what they had 

learned for the organization, a subjed whidcr was broached eariier in this section. Another was to 

know and f'l that management was applying recognition and rewards equitably. 

Equity related to the FLG rnembers' perceptions that each ernployee was able to get a 

fair share of recognition and rewards for leaming from executives. This topic surfaced during aII 

of the interview sessions for two main reawns. F irst, it related to employees' needs to know that 

executives valued their learning accomplishments. Consistent recognition meant that the 

ernployee was a amsistent contributor. Second, by virtue of their secondary d e s  as business- 

development advisors, the employees petceived themselves, Iike the executives, as The 

Company's wretakers or stewards. Employees were mare that The Company had set sside 

limited amounts of capital for extraordinary leaming resources. Demand for workshops and 

materials which The Company did not readily have on hand was higher than supply. Employees 



needed to know that those who were most desenring were receiving their just allotments of 

recognition and rewards. 

Two of three FLG mernbers were able to fawunt incidents W r e  management suppfied 

direct recognition and rewards for th& leaming achievements. For one, recognition and rewards 

had more to do wiîh being pnvy to infannation: 

The diredors tell people what other people are doing in terms of workshop attendance. 
They will bn'ng it up-first they will make sure that we are okay with letting people know 
Wat we are doing-and say mat su-and-so is doing such a thing. niey will let us know 
what that person shouId be getting from the course. ! think that it is important to show 
that people are leaming. It's not just that people are being sent sornewhere for no 
purpose- 

This passage strongly indimtes this empfoyee's appreciation of knowing what others were doing 

with The Company's scatce resources over and above being the subject of executives' public 

congratulatory announcernents. king able to attain resources meant the employee was 

recognized and rewarded simultaneously. This employee beIieved that leaming should be 

rewarded with extraordinary resources only when it had a specific and direct purpose. 

Anticipated learning outcornes for the organization had to be worthwhile to warrant résource 

expenditures by the organization. Leaming for the organization should be rewarded *th more 

leaming opportunities only men the subsequent jeaming had purpose. 

The same employee also realized that company resources might not adually be 

distributed equitably between management and employees: 

Unforhinatefy, I don't think that it really works that way all of the time. They are going to a 
workshop, and they mentioned this at a staff meeting, but that was about as far as it went 
in ternis of Ma t  they were going to do there. What is the purpose? To me, if they are 
going ta go one way to tell people what rny own or anothefs purpose is for going on a 
course, they should go the other way and say what they are doing and why. 

Apparently, there was a difference between was appropriate for employees and management. 

Either the employee was not tofd why management was going on training, or it was not believed 

that the training woufd have substantive organizational purpose. 

lt seemed, on first blush, that there was equity between employees in terms of 

recognition and rewards for leaming because each of the f LG mernbers was able to recount 



incidents where this type of leaming support was provided to them by at least one executive. 

One employee had been given extra time and compensation from job enricflment or to Ieam how 

to cornplete bsks which were different from normal, routinited work activities. Two others wre 

allowed to take time off work to attend a course that was unrelated to The Company's needs. 

Finally, al! of The Companfs staff members were rewarded with a lunch to cornmernorate their 

contributions on receiving the "iearning" award- 

On the other hand, one of the FLG members was also of the opinion th& al1 employees 

were not able to share in either the Companfs extraordinary or ordinary resources to the same 

degree that others were. The distribution of recognition and rewards was infiuenced by three 

factors-namely, competency, tirne constraints, and t e n u r m i c h  the following three quotations 

illustrate, respedively: 

Like I said, I feel that they respect me more than they do some of my co-workers. 1 get to 
have more took and things because of this. I think that it is because of my leaming 
results or my professionalisrn or whatever you want to cal1 it, 

This passage indicated that "proven" or comptent leamers possibly were supported more 

readily than those who were not. It also suggested that management might value same types of 

leaming outcornes more than others. 

However, another of the FLG members' statements contradided the previous one. It was 

stated that an employee who had accomplished some urganizational tearning achievernent might 

not be recognized for the accornplishment: 

I feel like the progress that I have made in my job from leaming new things has not really 
been acknowledged voluntarily on their part. They recognize ma when 1 ask them to. I 
don't think that it is done a lot It's not initiated for me on their part. 

Remgnition and rewards were not distributed equitably. Another of the FLG members suggested 

that amounts of recognition and rewards were chuindling due to the executives' preoccupation 

with organizational changes. There might simply have been less time for managers to devote to 

identifying and supporting employees' leaming needs in this regard. 

Another respondent suggested that employees had to spend considerable time leaming 

for the organization before The Company would reward that leaming: 



1 wouldn't say that everyone gets the same things around hem; t think that it is 
something that you eam around here. tf you give, they give you badc I needed a little 
time to do a few things, and it was given to me without question- I know that other people 
have asked for mis time and have not been given it. So f think that it depends on who 
you are. 

This employee did not know how much tims m d e d  to pass before management would consider 

rewarding an employee; nor was it known how much an employee had to give More The 

Company would reciptocate. 

When executives did provide recognition and rewards ta employees, they sornetimes 

supplied the wrong type. One employee remgnized that executives used job redesign, 

specifically, job enlargement, to minimize work-related boredom without alsu Mering compatible 

increases in pay and responsibility in ternis of promotions: 

This company offen uses the carrot to get us to perfom or stay. This appruach is starting 
to wear thin. 

The employee did not perceive rewards to have value when they were applied for the sake of 

meeting management's needs by and large. This passage strongly indicated that rewards 

sometimes were seen to manipulate ernployees into leaming more so that they would do more. 

What management perceived to be a positive stimulus to reinforce behavior was not atways 

considered to be so by the employee. if the incorrect motivator was applied, it was likely that the 

employee would be demotivated from leaming for me Company. 

Surnmary 

This cfiapter began with a description of The Company in Mich the research was 

undertaken. The Company is typical of other srnall, privately owned, for-profit organizations in 

that i t  has a çttong dan cufture or one which has specific missions and goals which are 

communicated to all intemal staff rnembers as a means to prornote worMorce cohesiveness and 

standardùed operating practices. Like other small organizations, fhe Company has a close-knit 

group of staff members who highly influence each other's work processes. What makes this 

wrnpany different from other organàations is its preocwpation with adult leaming philosophies 

and pradices. Fint, The Company's core business is to educate adult leamers. Second, it relies 



heavily on its intemal labor force's motivation and abilities to deliver educational services to its 

customers. Third, it was a company wfiich was recognized by both its front-line employees and 

extemal agencies such as The Leaming L i k  in Edmonton, Alberta, as a human resource 

developrnent leader. It was The Company's business to know how to hslp people ham. 

A rich description of diredion and support for employees' learning for the organaation 

was provided. The major topics discussed fell under th8 general headings of (a) employees' 

charaderistics, (b) mandatory leaming, and (c) leaming atmosphere for both the EG and FLG 

rnembers' responses. In most cases, both groups shared the same general feeling that 

ernptoyees' leaming was direcied and supported in a way that provided the employee with some 

authority to wntrof what was to be leamed for the organization and with what support 

rnechanisms. The composite view of al1 respondenfs was that, most of the time, Jeaming was 

managed in a participative manner. 

There was general wnsensus that The Company's interna1 workforœ was predisposed 

to king setf4irected in learning for the organization because they were continually seeking out 

ways to irnpruve their work performance. With few exceptions, employees were satisfied that 

their leaming needs were being supported at a micro or job level because they had the freedom, 

by and large, to determine what leaming would meet their own and the organization's goals. 

Generally speaking, learning was rnanaged participatively htween executives and employees. 

There were cases, however, where leaming fell away from participation toward a more 

authoritarian style of management, which was more likely to hinder the employee's motivation to 

participate in leaming for the organization. 

Employees were more likely to contribute their knowiedge and experienœ at tactical 

levefs or at aie stage when their cornmitment was needed to operationalize high-level or 

strategic decisions. Typically, employees were accustomed to having the authority to detennine 

what they needed to Ieam without high Ievels of management direction at micro levels of 

development All of the FLG rnernbers, without fail, perceived themselves to be in control of 

initiating the learning process in ternis of deciding wtiat had to be leamed for their jobs. High 



fevels of employee control with low levels of management direction couid result in the 

employee's refusal to leam for the organization. 

A leaming atmosphere was describeci by Wh EG and FLG members as one in which 

employees were able to aquire and apply knowledge safely. Both EG and FLG mernbers 

believed that ernployees' leaming successes and failures were supported in most cases. 

However, employees were reludant fo persist in leaming for the organization men they felt that 

there was no purpose for aîtaining leaming outcornes, when they perceived that management 

was not implementing their mtn'butions acquired fram leaming, when exeudives did not treat 

employees as equals, and men recognition and rewards were not provided equitably. 

Employees w b  did not feel that their iearning uitimately helped the organkation were less likely 

to leam for the organization. 

As a generaf rule, the front-line ernployees were willing and able to leam more for the 

organization men they had some oontrol over what was needed to be leamed and when they 

were appreciated for their learning efforts. Management wanted employees to have this control, 

but executives did not always facilitate ernployees' leaming in a manner which was participative. 

The overall picture painted by the reçpondents showed that The Company's front-line employees 

were ready, willing, and able to be self-directed in leaming for the organization, but executives 

did not afways mate  a balance of cuntrol or support learning consistently. 

The next chapter compares and contrasts the findings from the EG and FLG rnembers' 

responses and discusses them in ternis of what the Iiterature considers to be %est practice." 



CHAPVER 5 

DISCUSSION OF THE RNDINGS 

Introduction 

This chapter explores the parallels and intersections between the responses attained 

from the executive group (EG) and the front-line employees' group (FLG) and compares these 

findings to discussions of %est practiœ" From the literature review. This information is 

segrnented inb three main parts: (a) description of front-line employees, (b) support of 

ernployees' seif-diredion in leaming, and (c) leaming atrnosphere- 

Description of Front-Line Emnlovees 

The ernployees in The Company were seif4ireded leamers who felt obligated to use 

self-directed leaming to benefit the organization. All showed a propensity for taking the initiative 

to diagnose their learning needs, formulate leaming goals, identify resources needed for 

leaming, chwse leaming strategies, and evaluate learning outcornes (Knowfes, 1975) to 

irnprove personal performance. The ernployees charaderized themselves as being open-minded 

and willing to integrate new ideas wiüt lheir êxisting kmwfedge, and they were ready, willing, 

and able to view work as a learning opportunity. Management characterired ernployees as 

having the "ethos" for leaming and for having a "helping attitude*' in ternis of cornplethg extra 

leaming tasks which contributed to organirational development. The Front-iine ernployees in The 

Company were setf-directed in their leaming for the organization. 

Support of Emnlovees' Self-Direction in Leaming 

In most cases The Company supported its ernployees' needs to be self-direded in their 

learning for the organization. The literature will be revisited in this regard in a discussion of key 

infonnants' responses surrounding the topics of formal leaming objectives, leaming 

relationships, and recognition and rewards. 



F o m I  Leamina Obiectivds 

The reason that formal leaming objectives or any omet formai monitoring systems were 

not used in the Company was primanly due to management3 perception mat they might actually 

wrb empioyees' selfdirededness, a supposition wtiich was supported by Bierema (1996). 

ExeaRives felt that, generally, ernployees were responsiMe leamers who were seff-motivated to 

engage in leaming activities wtiich would hnef i t  the organization without this type of 

management intervention. Each of the FLG mernbers providecf respunses Wich indicated that 

management's assumptions in this regard were accurate. 

One employee in particuiar was adamant about rnaintaining the ability fo detemine wtiat 

leaming was needed for the organization: "1 am motivated to leam because of my own 

expedations, more so than complying to some set of guidelines saying, 'You need this." In The 

Company, forma1 leaming objectives were wnsidered by one employee and both executives to 

be unnecessary, a finding which was not found to be supporteci in the Iiterature under monitoring 

systerns (Bierema, 1 996; Caffareila, 1 994; Certo, 1 997; Cosgrove 8 Speed, 1 995; Fownes, 

1997; Gayeski, 1996; Gayie, 7990; Geber, 1995; Haney, 1997; Harris, 1998; Knowies, 1989; 

Mager, 1985; PhiIlips, l9W; Schermerhom et al., 1997; Starke & Sexty, 1998; Wright et al., 

1996; Zernke, f 998; Zemke & Zemke, 1995). 

Two incidents from the findings show that employees are not likefy to leam for the 

organization with or without forrnal management intervention in this regard. One of the FLG 

rnembers recalled that management verbalited leaming expectations ta employees. However, 

th8 result of this incident was that the ernployee "set aside" management's request. Without 

written leaming objedives, important and required leaming for the organization might not occur, 

which was an issue idsntifted by SMce and Sexty (1998), Certo (1 997). Wright et al. (1 W6), and 

Mager (1 984). 

There was an indication that leaming objedives or oüter monitoring systems might not 

increase an ernployee's motivation to engage in leaming for the organization, regardless of how 

forma1 the requeçt. One employee stated: "1 don't enjoy wrking on some things, so I dont They 



would like me to get involved in some parts which 1 don7 fike, x, I am going 14 delegate those." 

The process of negotiating learning objectives' content might not result in leaming for the 

organization in any case, which mtrasted with Knowles' suppositions (1989). In the eyes of the 

ernployees, leaming for the organization was predicated upon having their needs met fnt. The 

findings show t h t  the content of these goals must be highly congruent with the leamer's needs; 

otherwise, the employee is not likeiy to engage in seff-ûireded leaming fur the organization. 

Baskett (1 993) also found this to be true in his study. 

None of the respondents used a specific terrn 20 define and describe leaming 

relationships between executives and employees. However, I saw these interactions as strongly 

linked with menton'ng, a subset of informa1 Iearning processes falling within the domain of social 

leaming philosophy (Haney, 1997; Merriam & Caffarella, 1991 ). In The Company, exeartives 

fulfilled the roles of informal educatots by being committed to sharing their experiences and 

knowledge (Callendar, 1992) with employees. Concomitantly, two of three FLG rnembets 

characterized these reiationships as being informal, one-on-one leaming sessions held between 

an employee and an executive. As a set, these characteristics pointed to the employee's use of 

more traditional foms of mentoring (Galbraith & Cohen, 1 997; Haney, 1997). 

What is difïerent from the Iiterature on modem mentoring practices is that in The 

Company, these relationships were not purposefut groupings, formally planned and designed by 

others to induce an employee's leaming for the organization, as seems to be the curent trend 

(FriR 1997; Haney, 1997). These leaming relationships were initiated by employees as a means 

to further their self-directed leaming plans. ln these cases, informa1 learning was planned and 

controfled largely by the employees, which shows support for the literature in ternis of 

differentiating seK-diredion From self4irected learning. 

Each of two employees had very difbrent needs in ternis of wtiy one executive was 

chosen over another as a mentor. For one employee, high fevels of value congmency between 



the mentor and protég4 were the deciding facior. For üw other employee, leaming from 

mentoring had much more to do with seeking out new knowfedge from an executive wtio did not 

share the same value set, as two separafe but interrelated statements indicate: "it's just that we 

don't think in the same way," and "Ifs funn)r: The one I hesitate about the most is the one who 1 

have leamed the most from." In cornparison to the previous respondent, this employee had a 

much higher propensity for risk taking in leaming. The maçon bath employees continued to 

parücipate in these relationships was that they had chosen their own mentors based upon 

personal needs. The findings diier from the fiterature in respect to the protég6's ability to choose 

the mentor in more forrnaked systems (Galbraith 8 Cohen, 1997; Haney, 1997), yet learning still 

occurred. 

I also perceived that these leaming relationships in The Company were predicated upon 

tenets af Gamson's (1997) teacher-leamer transaction in terms of managers' willingness to be 

informa! educators (Callendar, 1992) who were willing to afford employees the autbrity ta 

control and plan their selfdireded leaming in this regard. M a t  was not specificalfy stated in the 

Iiterature was that the teacher-leamer transaction has application to the workplace in tems of 

the manager-employee or facilitator-leamer transaction whid-i is discussed in the findings under 

the sedion of leaming relationships. 

When the facilitator-leamer transaction was not balanced in the woriqlace, the 

employee experienced a mntrol collision, as was indicated by the f 0 1 l ~ n g  comment "Once a 

manager walked in on me, and I thought that it w u l d  be perceived that 1 was just wasting tirne, 

so I stoppeâ." In tems of setf-dirededness here, there was no agreement between the manager 

and employw about mat was to be leamed and when. The sarne employee went on to Say, "t 

felt resenffil, because it is rny job and I want to do well at it . . . And I have not approached 

anyone to fix this, either." This Éase refuted the EG members' premise that the workplace 

supporteci al1 employees' selfdiredion and selfdireded leaming choices. Not al1 employees 

were empowered to co-manage their learning processes; nor were their efforts always rewarded 

in this regard. The exeartive also did not afways mode1 leaming leader behavior in tenns of 



practicing two-way communication, which is not indicative of that wtiich is required for the 

facilitator-learner transacüon- Consequently, the findings g ive credence to the fiterature, which 

showed that employees' propensity to intemalize extemal goals and leam for the workplace is 

predicated upon a balance of authority to implement seffdireded leaming choices (Callendar, 

1 992; Gam'son, 1 997; Medina, 1 995; Tough, 1 971 , cited in CafFarella, 1 986)- 

A quality facilitator-leamsr relationship in the workplace is productive when predicated 

upon Theory Y management, parkipative management, and 1-0-way communication, wtrich the 

Iiterature afso supported (Certo, 1997; Garrison, 1997; Starke & Sexty, f 998; Wright et al., 

1996). Speuficafly, Starke and Sexty's mrnments pertaining to maturity theory were also 

supported in the findings: "When managers fail to recognize subordinate maturity, they mate  a 

counterpmdudive work environment" (p. 442). Baskett's (1 993) request for guidelines speafying 

how selfdiredecf learning is to be operationalized was supported; ttiey woufd likely have 

prevented wntrol collision b e W m  the manager and employee. ~oncomitantl~, leaming 

contracts with forma1 leaming objectives would also serve to mitigate controf collisions because 

they would serve to document "learning niles" which both the mentor and the protbgé are to 

follow, a posit wbich was also evidenœd in the Iiterature (Certo, 1997; Palmer, 1992; Starke & 

Sexty, 1998). Bierema's (1 996) fear that the imposition of fomalization on seff-direded leaming 

might decrease self-diredion contrasts with the findings. For at feast one employee, there is 

evidence to suggest that seifdirectedness was more likely to be minimized because no fomality 

had been introduœd. 

The following sedion discusses the Iiterature in terms of FLG mernbers' opinions 

regarding how their self4irededness in learning for the organization was supponed by three 

specific factors: access to information, safety, and equality. 



Access fo Information 

One employee viewed the learning atmosphere in The Company as open or one in 

whicb management had few secrets not shared front-line staff mernbers. For this employee, 

it was considered to be acceptable practice for management to withhold certain types of 

information. One executive comborated this finding by explaining that the rationale for 

withholding information was rneant to proted employees rather than to impede their ability to be 

seffdirected: 'We don't want to people's expecZations raised that we are going to charge off and 

open a pizza training school or something and then find out that we just haven't been able to get 

A and B t-r on it" Centrafized decision making was employed by managers when they 

were engaged in high-level or strategic planning, a finding which was consistent with Wright 

et al. (1996), in terms of their statement that participative management is not always supporteci in 

an organization. This finding is also consistent with Starke and Sexty's (1 998) belief that 

managers did not afways consider employees ta be competent or mature enough to participate at 

this level of decision making. 

The result of employees' nonpartiw'pation in this regard was that executives had 

unilateral decision-making ability ta controf what employees needed to know for the organization 

at a macro ievel, whicb was a cirwmstanœ vexing another employee, who said, "1 don't know if 1 

agree with that How am I supposed to know what I need to know if things change? lt's not going 

to be my rote to provide input on that 1 wifl let other people wony about it." Outside of expressing 

disagreement with management's decision, this employee alsa indicated that it was likdy that 

entering motivation to seek responsibility for continued feaming woufd be minimized. The 

employee perceived that there was no choice but to '%mit and see." 

Thess findings point to the fact that "selecting between the lesser of two evils" may not 

be wnsidered a choice at al/, and üwy support Ganison1s (1 997) contention that providing 

opportunities for controt and choice at the very beginning of the learning phase is important to 

self-directed leaming entering motivation (see Figure 2.2). Gam'son's rnodels show that 

anticipated control is closely linked fo persona! and amtextual charaden'stics, which the findings 



support The employee was b a r d  from gaining required information; consequently, there was a 

fa& of willingness to create a contingency plan, so entering motivation to be selfdirecteci about 

leaming how to fuc the problem was decreased. When faœd with such a dilemma at the outset of 

the leaming experience, the feamer is not IikeIy to take responsibility for learning in tems of self- 

monitoring in the long un. Denying a leamer access to information is one method to dissuade 

emptoyees fiom being selfdirected in their leaming. 

Because the components of Garnison's (1 997) SDL mode/ are interrelated, negative 

impacts on motivation will also decrease the leamels ability to setf-manage and selfinonitor 

leaming; mis is a domino effed, wtiich Gamson also desaibed. What is not explicitly explained 

by Garrison's model is wtiy access to information is important to a leamer in the context of the 

workplace- Without information, uncertainty arises, wbich ieads to apathy; the employee is not 

motivated to gain control because he or she does not feef responsible for contributhg in this 

regard. When management does not act in a way that facilitates employee empowement, the 

employee is less likeIy to want to &e innovative and self-direded. 

Maturity theory has a pewasive infiuenœ here, as well- Garrison's (1 997) enten'ng 

motivation mode1 suggests that the motivation to enter into triple bop leaming (Argyris, 1991) is 

minimized men employees perceive that th8y must be t w  immature to deal with the situation; 

otherwise management would not have withheld the information. Because the employee was not 

able to access information, there was also no ability or motivation to make decisions. One of the 

executive's responses ais0 hefps to prove this supposition: '7hey will leam because there is buy- 

in. They have generated the values." When access io information, participative management, 

decentraf ized decision making, and two-way communication exist, leamers are able to manage 

the leaming proœss. ConsequentIy, Ravid's (1987) contention that SOL does not work in highly 

œntraked environments applies to this situation, as does Baskett's (1993) disawery that high 

individual involvement from both management and empioyees is needed !O support SOL in the 

workpiace. Gamson's (1997) SOL and entering motivation models provide the theoretical 

framework to illustrate why employee apathy tuward self-direded leaming in the workplace might 



ocwr, which is information not made explicit in the literature, Additionally, the surfacing of this 

employee's needs pertaining to access to infmation, means that content theory of motivation 

migM also have a strong connection to Gamson's mode!, which is not evidenced in the Merature. 

These findings show that there is a strong link between content and process theory in that one 

might not be able to be considered in isolation of the other, mich is also not made explicit in the 

literature (Certo, 1997; Gamson, 1997; Starke 8 Sexty, 1998). 

Safetv 

The literature provided ample evidence to support both the FLG and EG mernbers' 

perceptions that "safetf' was a prirnary fador wtiicb allowed ernployees to be selfdirected in 

their leaming (Argyris, 1991 ; Hequet, 1996; Medina, 1995; Piskurich; i 994; Rao, 1 995; Zemke & 

Zemke, 1995;). In tems of goal setting (Starke 8 Sexty, 1998), employees were more likely to 

achieve their personal leaming goals in The Company because they were able to adivate 

cboices abut  what they wanted to leam in a safe environment The only finding which would 

lead one to believe otherwise has been discussed under learning relatiunships. Overall, ütere is 

no evidenœ 10 show that employees were not supported when mistakes in leaming were made, 

thereby increasing their motivation to take risks and to be innovative. 

Both the FLG and the EG rnembers were in agreement that The Company not only 

supported learning from trial and error, but also encouraged it. This support mechanism afso 

decreased employees' fears and increased îheir motivation to be seifdireded in leaming, wtiich 

was found to be supported in the l iterature in tems of safety. One executive specifically stated 

that the only caveat to trial and error feaming was that the same rnistakes should not be made 

repeatedly. Harris (1 998) did not support leaming from trial and emr or other informal feaming 

processes unless there is some measurement mechanism in place to monitor "ilidden costs" of 

"leaming as y w  go." Starke and Sexty (1 998), Certo (1 997), Duval (1 9%), Wright et al. (1 996) 

and Kaufman, Kefler, and Watkins (1995) also alluded to the fact nonmonitored performance 

might lead to "leaming derailments" in terms of not knowing when management intervention is 



required. The literature stated that, on the one hand, support for learning from trial and enor is a 

necessary component for sparking ernployee initiative; but on the other, it also said that some 

sort of "corrtrol valve" is required (Bierema, 1996; Caffarella, 1 994; Gayle, 1990). me findings 

difFer from these authors' contentions because no monitoring systems were in place for trial and 

error learning, yet there was no evidence to suggest that management intewention in this regard 

was required. 

Eaualitv 

Wth few exceptions, there was general agreement between the FLG and EG members 

that management viewed employees as equats to executives in tems of being leaming partners. 

One ernployee specifically stated thaï the leaming atmoçphere was enhanwd because 

managers modeled feaming behaviors they wished ernployees to put into practice. The "practice 

what you preach" method of leaming reinforcernent was corrobmted in the literature (Haney, 

! 997; Mem'am 8 Caffarella, 1991 ), as was Wright et al.'s (1 S) contention that any operating 

systern needed to have top management support to be effective. 

There was also evidence in the findings to show that equality had its limitations in some 

circurnstances. Two employees experienced frustration Men  management did not "go all the 

way" to apply what they had learned h m  employees. In two separate but related statements, 

one of the F LG members expressly stated that 'Yhere is frustration when t give suggestions to 

managers, but they do not do what I said they should do-even Men they tell me that it was a 

good idea. . . . It makes you wonder why you are kaming or helping them to learn to begin with." 

Management stated that they coveted an employee's "helping attitude," but apparently it was 

appreciateâ only to a certain extent. 

In tenns of the literature, Garrison's (1 997) SDL mode1 explains that seffairected 

leamers setf-munitor leaming in ternis of taking responsibility for changing their perspectives as 

a result of leaming. In tems of equality, they a h  believe that managers shwld do the same. if 

managers do not mode1 this behavior, the leamer is likely to rernember that past efforts for 



learning did not matter, and they are less likely to be motivated to enter into future learning 

ventures for the organization. 

The effort to performance wmponent for an employee is highly dependent upon what is 

done with leaming outcornes mer the Mort is expendecl- Ironicafly, one manager specifically 

stated aiat an integral part of learning was application: 'The third level of leaming is when one 

cân take that knowledge, synthesize it, and apply it to a new situation. If you can't peiform it, 

then you have not learned it" The findings also show that ernployees were not only willing to 

engage in leaming for the organization, but they were also able to self-monitor the Ieaming 

proc8ss because they had applied what had b e n  leamed. The results of their seff-monitoring 

convinced thern that there was not always a purpose for expending effort to leam for the 

organization. Employws were demotivated m e n  management expected thern to leam for the 

organization, but the organization did nat change as a result of their Ieaming: "lt makes you 

wonder why you are leaming or helping them to leam Co begin with.' 

In the literature review, I speculated that leaming could be viewed as a job, especially as 

it relates to leaming for the workpiace. The employee who perceived that the leaming did not 

rnatter or did not have purpose experienced dissatisfaction due to low levels of task identity, task 

significance, and feedbacit, Wi& can described by the job characteristics theory (Hadcman & 

Oldham, 1980; cited in Schennerhom et al., 1997). These authors did not specifically state that 

the theory could be applied to a leaming job, but the findings from The Company support this 

application, especially when those wtio are doing the job for The Company have a high desire for 

self-diredion. Uffimately, poar Ieaming task design in terms of this situation might lead to the 

employee's reluctance to fufill the role of steward or one who is willing to engage in continuous 

Ieaming as a means to help the organization rneet its goals. This contention was supported by 

Hams' (1998) belief that stewardship is integral to employees' continued witlingness to create 

new knowiedge for the organization. 

Whereas maturity theory has b e n  used, in the main, to explain management's 

perceptions of employees' competency, its application hem is reversed. The findings indicate 



that immaturity can also be applied to executives on behatf of employees, which was not sbted 

in the literature (Starke 8 Sexty, 1998). Consequently, it seems reasonable to believe t b t  this 

ernployee may want to activate assessrnent in The Company as a means to evaluate 

management's performance in learning for the purpose of measuring equality, which is also a 

concept not explicitly docurnented in the literature. 

The literature stated that in order to maintain participative management as a means to 

facilitate equality, an organiration must be stnictured in a rnanner which is conducive to 

sustained management and ernployee interaction (Werema, 1996; Wright et al., 1996). AIthough 

the separation between management and ernployees in terms of position power and role 

differentiation was relativefy narrow, one ernployee felt that the distance between them was 

beginning to widen. Organüational growth was beginning to divide the team: 

It has changed over the last six to eight months here in Alberta, It used to be very, very 
open. As the business grows, ütere are going to be more layets that we will have to go 
through. I am getting separated farther and farther away- 

ln this employee's estimation, the larger the organization grew, the more it was becoming 

"mechanistic" or ûureauctatic, Midi led to fewer opportunities for the ernployee to interact on an 

equal footing with top management. This finding corroborates Bierema's (1 996) fear that within 

organkations wtiich becorne obsessed with grawth, there are fewer opportunities to treat 

employees as equals because managers do not have the time to support participative 

management 

Eauitv: Recocinition and Rewards 

This section discusses the issue of equity as it pertains to the distribution of recognition 

and rewards from management in support of employees' leaming for the organization. 

Ail mernbers of the F LG were able to recount incidents for which executives recugnized 

employees' teaming by providing a mixture of extraordinary resources (attendance at workshops) 

and ordinary resaurces (verbal auxlades). At least one exeudive believed that management 

mernbers were conscientious and consistent providers of learning recognition in terms of "patting 



people on the badc" This is evident in the statement, "lt's not recognized with dollars; it is 

recognized more with kudos and a 'Well Done!'" One employee specifically expressed 

appreciation for executives' private and public pronounœments: "1 think tttat it is important to 

show that people are leaming." 

In the same breath, however, this same employee pmvided information to indicate that 

extraordirtary resources for leaming were not always distributed equitably between ernpbyees 

and management 

Unfortunateiy, f don? think that it really works that way al1 of the time. They are going to a 
workshop, and they mentioned this at a staff meeting, but that was about as far as it went 
in tenns of wtiat they were going to do there. What is the purpose? 

Distribution of rewards had much to do with facilitating the employee's perception that 

there was equity between management and employees in tenns of ' W o  was getting what" and 

why, which was also highIy rdated to equity ttieory. This finding was supported by Starke and 

Sexty (1 998) in terms uf work-related compensation, but their contentions do not indude 

consideration of learning rewards, specifically. This finding is also not made explicitly evident in 

the Iiterature on adult education (Zernke, 1998; Zemke & Zernke, 1995). 

Twa ernpIoyees beiieved that recognition and rewards were nat k i n g  distributed 

equitabty among employees, wtiich was a perception that at ieast one executive knew to be true. 

This manager stated that, as a matter of fad, some employees were more able to attain 

extraordinary resources because of theif tenure, cornpetency, and overaH maturity or experience 

levels, which indicates that Spikes' (1 995) supposition about rewards for "knowing" might be held 

in higher estwm than "rewards for leaming." 

Altematively, another employee's resporise gave rise to the possibility that recognition 

for leaming was more Iikely to be provided to "proven" leamers. This concept was not explicitly 

documented in the Iiterature review, but it did surface in Chapter 1 of this study (Wright et al., 

1998), in terms of organizations' tendencies to reward "pfoven" leamers with more leaming. 

Finally, one ernployee stated that management used recognition and rewards to 

outwardly "push" an employee into accepting more leaming responsibility for the dandestine 



purpose of having the leamer also complete more work wittiout receiving more benefits- This 

employee did not perceive that some of management's recognition and reward tadics provided 

value to the leamer. This Company &en uses the canot to get us to perfom or stay. This 

approach is starting to W e a r  thin." Management's belief that job enlargement supported 

continuous leaming in the warkplaœ was inaccurate as far as this employee was concerned. 

The section of the literature review which relates specifically to recognition and rewards for 

leâming does not explicitly indicate that su& tadies might eventually demotivate an othenMse 

self-directed leamer from leaming for the organization (Fritz, 1997; Marsick 8 Watkins, 1992). 

On the other hand, learning-assessrnent Iiterature indicated that negotiation of teaming 

guidelines and objectives would provide an avenue for two-way communication, which, in tum, is 

more likely to mitigate negative effects from inappropriate reward distribution (Duval, 1996; Fritz, 

1997; Kaufman, Keller, & Watkins, 1995). 

Summary 

In tems of the EG and F LG members' perceptions regarding The Company's support for 

employees' seif-direction in learning for the organization, there were very few instances wtiere it 

was found that executives and empioyees disagreed. Alternatively, the issues for wtiich there 

was no intersection in Zhis regard influenced employees' selfdirection to the extent that they 

were not motivated to continue leaming at al1 times- These stops and starts did not further 

executives' goals to maintain a learning atmosphere, whicb was conducive to increasing 

employees' propensity to be seff-direded in their learning for woFk 

The Company's management activities did not ahvays intersect M a t  the Iiterature 

wnsidered to be best pradice in regard to support of employees' selfdirededness. The rnost 

notable parallel in this regard related to issues surrounding monitoring systems for leaming 

acüvities. The literature overwhelmingly supported the inclusion of some type of system which 

could be seen to provide checks and balances for both ernployee and management intervention 

in leaming processes. Many of the findings point to the need to assess employees' and 



management's perfmnance in ternis of fuffilling their roles as leamers and, specifically, 

executives' responsibilities for applying recognition and rewards for learning consistently and 

equitably- 

GeneraHy speaking, Ganisones (1997) SDL and entering motivation models expfained 

why many of the wntrol collisions were occurring in The Company. Consequently, his 

contentions were supported by the findings to a large degree. Gamson's posits, however, did not 

fully explain the mie of equity üteory, matunty theory, and content theories of motivation in his 

depictions of seif-direded leaming. 

f inally, there are gaps in the literatute. Anafysis of the findings shows that adult leaming 

documentation does not aiways apply, specificaily and explicitly, to the workpiace; and human 

resource management sources do not always apply, specifically and explicitly, to adult leaming 

theory. ff both management and ernployees are to learn how to leam to maintain a workplace 

environment which supports setfdireded leaming, adult leaming theory and human resource 

management theory need to have more intersections which apply to specific workplace cuntexts. 

In this way, al1 types of employees are more Iikely to becorne more responsibfe and accountable 

for improving and increasing organizational effediveness and efficiency. "People at el1 levels of 

the organkation must combine the mastery of surne highiy technical expertise with the ability to 

work effectively in teams, fom productive relationships with clients and customers, and critically 

refled on and then change their own pradices" (Argyris, 1991, p. 100). 



CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUS1ONS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND REFLECTiONS 

This chapter provides information on the following topics: (a) research content of the 

study, (b) purpose of the study, (c) rnethod, (d) responses to research questions, 

(e) conclusiom, (f) recornrnendations, and (g) personal feflecüons. 

Research Context of the Study 

Sorne Iiterature suggested (8-g., Cosgrove & Speed, 1995; Gayeski, 1996; Geber, 1995) 

that training and development (T&D) prograrns did not always help to meet organizational goals 

for improving and increasing effediveness and efficiency in the worirplace. Regardless of what 

types of TBD the organization offered to them, ernployees might still not leam. Bierema (1996) 

and Rothwell and Sredl (1992) proposed that workplace learning is hindered by scientific and 

mechanistic management principles which create teacher-centered leaming activities vuhich the 

leamer has no authority to mntrol in terms of what is to be leamed and how. Consequerttly, 

employees do not always feel responsible for leaming for the organization. This is due largely to 

the fad that they have no decisionmaking authority regarding personal management of their 

leaming. Employees who are asked to leam under these conditions have no stake in the 

leaming because m a t  they are direded to leam may not be rneaningful to them. When 

employees' only choie is to cornply with others' decisions, it is Iess likely that they will f w l  

accountable for persona1 leaming. 

Altematively, Garrison (1997) posited that leamers are more likely to engage in 

meaningful knowledge attainmenî when they have some cuntrol in managing their learning 

process. This supposition intersects with the pradice of participative management philosophies 

in the workplace. Starke and Sexty (9998), Certo, 1997, Scherrnerhorn et al. (1 997), and Wright 

et al. (1 996) believed that participative management increases employees' willingness and 

abilities to shoulder more responsibility and amuntability for Meir work activities when they are 



afforded the authority to create and implement personaf choices. Similarfy, employees have a 

bigger stake in the organization with participative, collaborative management of leaming 

processes between the facifitator and leamer. They are tberefore encourageci to shaulder more 

responsibility and accountability for leaming in the workplace. 

purpose of the Study 

Employees rnight not view cumpany-sponsored T&D prograrns as leaming apportunities 

if they do not have the ability to self4irect fheir learning for the workplace. The purpose of mis 

study was to explore how direction and support of front-line employees' leaming for the 

organization was operationalized in one privatefyawned, for-profit organization wttich was 

recognized to be a human resource development leader by bath its intemal labor force and 

extemal agencies. The study was guided by one main research question; namely, What 

constitutes a feaming opportunity in the workplace? The pnrnary inquiry was underpinned by two 

subquestions: (a) What were ttie execuüve managers' perceptions of the circumstanœs which 

helped to create leaming opportunities in regard to direction and support? and (b) What were the 

front-lin8 ernployees' perceptions of the circumstanœs which helped to mate Ieaming 

opportunities in regard to direction and support? 

Method 

This study was buift upon the tenets of naturalistic inquiry as a means to create a body 

of knowfedge which refleded the perspectives of two different types of respondent groups from 

one natural setting. The executive group (EG) comprised two owner~xecutives, and the front- 

line group (FLG) cornprised three front-line employees from The Company. The Company was 

purposefully chosen because of its recently acquired status as human resource development 

leader in this province and because of cornenience. Seledion of key informants was predicated 

upon their willingness to participate and evidence that they had engaged in some form of 

company-sponsored T&D program. 



Because the study dealt with the exploration of respondents' perceptions, a qualitative 

approach to th8 research was used, and information was weated through the operationalization 

of semistnictured intewiews. Planning and implementation of data collection and aralysis 

adivities were completed under the Iiterary guidance of Berg (1 9981, Gall, Borg, and Gall (1 996), 

Guba (1 981 ), and Bogdan and Biklen (1 992). F inally, data trustworthiness was addressed by 

explonng the issues of credibility, dependability, confimability, and transferability (Guba, 1981 ). 

Resmnses to Research Questions 

One main research question and two research subquestions guided this study. the 

following section addresses the subquestions and then the main inquiry. 

Subauestion 1 

What were the exectifive managers' perceptions of the citwrnstances which helped to 

create leaming opporiuniües in regard to d i m o n  and support? 

The findings from the EG memberç' responses point out that executives were, in the 

main, firmly entrenched in Theory Y management philosaphy, or the befief that The Companfs 

empioyees were self-motivated to learn for the organizatiori. In ternis of direction, executives 

perceived that t h e  main practices undersared the operationalization of this belief. The first 

was participative management, whereby employees were afforded the authority to create and 

implement their own leaming decisions in collaboration with management. 

The second activrty was two-way communication. Collaboration was predicated upon 

t w w a y  communication, which in ternis of direction meant that management was able to build 

upon employees' entehg molnretron (Gam'çon, f 997) to engage in seff-directed leaming for the 

organization by shan'ng knowfedge with employees and soliciting their feedbadc Two-way 

communication in The Company was used as the means to have employees intemalize extemal 

goals because it "paved the w a r  for negotiation between executives and employees. 

The third factor which increased these employees' entering motivation to be seff-direded 

in learning for the organization was access to infonnation, which is expfained by Gamsonls 



(7997) SDL mode1 as it applied to the EG's information-shan'ng pradices a! both strategic and 

tactical levels of decision making. At strategic levels of decision making, management did not 

Mord employees the information needed to ascertain the purpose for learning (self-moniton'ng); 

consequently, employees were not able 10 begin seifmanagement of their leaming. At tadiml 

levels, employees were given the information needed to enter into seifmanagernent and setf- 

monitoring of Wat needed to be leamed, how, and vhy. Participative management, twcz-way 

mmunication, and access to information iweased employees' seif-directedness fo enter into 

seif-direded leaming for the organization. Concomitantjy, these three factors were predicates to 

the creation and maintenance of a leaming atmosphere; an environment which supports 

employees' selfdirecfed learning decisions, 

The findings from the EG mernbers' responses point out mat ernployees' leaming 

adivities were supported by the existence of a leaming atmosphere, wtiich, in this setting, 

wrnprised four main factors: (a) employee empowerment, (b) trial and error leaming, 

(c) executives' modeling of leaming behavior, and (d) recognition and rewards. In this context 

employee empowennent had more to do with fostering a sense of stewardship in employees. 

They were able to contribute to the organization by being Morded the authority to create and 

irnplement persona1 leaming choices; they felt trusted- Consequently, employees became more 

responsible and accountable for leaming which would benefit the organization as a mole. 

Executives believed that they rnaintained an environment in which employees were 

suppoited in leaming from trial and error. Learning opportunities were generated M e n  

employees held thernselves accuuntable for their decision making. Fur this to occur, empfoyees 

had to feel that their leaming atmosphere was safe to allow risk-taking. 

Executives believed that they modeled this same persistenœ with resped to their own 

leaming pradiceç. In their estimate, top management's continuous learning behavior modeling 

"brecf' continuous leaming behavior in employees. 

Finally, the leaming atrnosphere was characterized as one in which recognition and 

mwards were conscientiously provided to employees by executives. Recognition cornpn'sed 



private and public "pats on the fm&" of verbal accolades specific to leaming activities. At the 

rnicro level, executives rewarded leaming with job enlargement From management's 

perspective, rnicro learning led to rnaao development Promotions were considered to be tbe 

ultimate leaming rewards. Employees wha were "proven," who were helpful, whose goals were 

highly congruent with those of the organization, and who were deemed by executives to be 

valuable to The Company in both the short and long tem were more likely to attain extraordinary 

resources as a reward for tfieir learning. 

Sub~uestion 2 

What were employees'pemptions of the cricumstances which helped to male kamihg 

opportuniües in regard fo d i d o n  and support? 

Wïth regard to direction, tbe FLG mernbers perceived three main contributors to the 

facilitation of employees' abilities and motivation to be seff-direded in (eaming for the 

organization. Patadoxically, the first was their need for management to recognize fhat employees 

were self-directed to leam for the organkaüon. me second was that employees needed 

management to knw that they were competent at being seif-direded feamers in ternis of being 

able to seifdiagnose what had to be leamed, how, and why. The final contributor to the 

facilitation of their leaming for the organization was management's awareness that employees' 

needs had to be met first ln combination, these contributors point out that empfoyees needed 

the authority to seif-manage their leaming processes, ostensibly because they were already 

motivated to enter into seffdirected Iearning-even on their first day of employment with The 

Company. The FLG members knew that part of their employment obligation to The Company 

was to be cmtinuously wifling to self-monitor or to change their paradigms. Because they 

already felt responsible and actxuntable, authority and anticipatecl control were the factors 

which were needed first if selfdireded learning for the organization was going to be triggered at 

all. 



With respect to direction, employees appreciated management intervention on two main 

fronts. The first was to give them authority to control th& leaming processes. The second was to 

have executives a d  as learning guides rather than kaming managers. Specifically, employees 

were more likely to accept management intervention men they were aMe to choose the 

executive with whom they could enter and maintain a collaborative learning relationship. When 

they couid not choose in this regard, controt colfisions or nonparticipative management of 

leaming occurred, thereby inffuencing the employees to perceive that the manager was not 

approachable, tnrsting, and tnrstworthy. Learning relationships were predicated upon 

di rec t ion  of the employee's leaming process- 

In tenns of support, the FLG members provided the composite view that a leaming 

atmosphere facilitated botfi their seff-dirededness and their seffdireded leaming choices. Their 

perception of a leaming atmosphere comprised access to information, safety, and equality. 

When management afforded employees with the ability to access infonnation, they felt 

trusted and competent to contribute to the organization. Alternatively, when employees were 

denied access to information, they were more Iikely to be unable and l e s  motivated to leam 

because they could not create choices pertaining to what needed to be leamed, how, and why. 

In the employees' eyes, access to information was the key to building their perception that they 

were in controt of their leaming. 

In terms of safety, employees were more likely to implement their self-direded feaming 

decisions M e n  they felt that it was possible to experience the conssquences of their leaming 

choices fearlessly. Empfoyees' mntinued motivation to persist in leaming was enhanced by their 

abilities to experiment through trial and error. 

The F LG members appreciated executives' rnodeling of learning behavior because it 

built the perception that employees were equals to management in ternis of k i n g  leaming 

partners. What employees took issue with was management's inability to "go al1 the way": *en 

executives did not mode1 application of employees' outcornes or when they did nof implement 

employee suggestions given what they had leamed. Employees expenenced low levefs of task 



identity, task significance, and feedback in t m s  of learning job charaderistics Men this 

occurred. Consequent[y, employees felt that their learning for the organization had Iittle or no 

purpose. Employees needed not only support for their seff-direction in t em of king able to 

manage their leamine, but they also needed support in tens  of knowing that tbeir competency 

to self-monitor leaming was valued by The Company. When management implemented 

employees' learning outcomes, employees fek equal to managers in ternis of being work 

partners. 

Leaming and wotk partnerships between employees and managers were facilitated by 

the organiration's structure. As The Company grew, the distance between executives and 

employees widened, thereby decreasing employees' abilities to offer their irnprovement 

suggestions to management Consequently, emptoyees also perœived that there would be fewer 

opportunities for executives to support their leaming in this regard. Employees' leaming 

opportunities were facilitated by consistent and continual two-way communication witb 

executives. 

The final support mechankm which employees discussed was the recognition and 

reward system in The Company. Each FLG member recalled instances where at least one 

executive provided recognition and rewards specific ta learning. One primary need, in this 

regard, was to distribute recognition and rewards equitably between employees and executives. 

Another was to be secure in the kndedge that recognition and rewards were distnbuted 

equitably between employees. 

Finally, recognition and rewards had to meet the individual needs; feamers had to 

perceive that they were appropriate. The findings from the FLG mernbers' responses showed 

that recognÏtion and rewards were perœived to be a support mechanism for leaming only when 

they were not used as a tool to merely increase work Morts. ff leaming was to be rewarded with 

more leaming opportunities, the subsequent leaming also had to meet employees' needs M o r e  

meeting those of the organization. Leaming rewards which tipped the balance of leaming 

decision-rnaking control in favor of management were not considered to be appropriate. 



Main tnauiq 

What cansfifutes a téaming oppoRunW in the workplace? 

By taking the long way around in dixussing those fadors which exeartives and front- 

line ernployees considered to facifitate the creation of leaming opportunities, the main inquiry 

can be addressed. In one way or another, the respondents mllectively identifid Theory Y 

management principles, participative management, decentralked decision making, two-way 

communication, access to i n f ~ ~ o n ,  learning safety, and recognition and rewards to constitute 

potential for learning opportunities in the workplaœ. 

However, the mere existence of these factors was not adequate. They al1 had to be 

operationalized in a manner which supported their interdependence. Alf of these factors 

combined served to mate  leaming opportunities for employees in tems of giving these leamers 

the ability to create learning choices and to realize the consequences of their decision making in 

a manner which sparked a desire to persist in feaming for the organization. Employees' learning 

opportunities in the workplace were constituted by those fadors which efforded them with the 

authority to be setf-directed (contml) to operationalue their own learning plans. This resulted in 

the development of employee willingness and ability to shoulder more respansibility and 

accountability for fearning and for work 

Fundamentally, fheory Y management tenets had to be practiced by both executives 

and employees. The tefief that both parties were mature and comptent to manage and monitor 

each others' leaming was operationalized in tems of the constituting factors rnentioned above, 

wîth the caveat that employees and executives had to intemalia extemal needs and goals. 

Employees had to consider those of the organization; exewtives had to consider those of the 

employee. Learning oppoftunities in the workpface wefe constituted by both execrrtives' and 

employees' motivation and abilities to m a n a g e  and to co-monitor leaming processes needed 

to effet3 organizational effectiveriess and efficiency. 



Conclusions 

Ttre folbwing section discusses 1 f condusions which were denved from the findings in 

this stuây. 

1. In the context of The Cornpanfs workplace, Garrison's (1 997) conceptualizations of 

seff-management and seff-monitoring in SDL are banscended into management and 

ca-monitoring of seifdirected leaming, or the concept of learnership. Learnership is predicated 

upon two main factors. The fitst is leadership: Both executives and employees must be learning 

leaders to some extent. They mus: pradice participative management, deoentralized decision 

making, and tweway communication as means to provide continuous information regarding 

assessrnent of each party's contributions, in this regard. The second is leaming: Leaming for the 

organîzation means that executives and employees need to leam ftom m e  another and that they 

must be willing to share auaiority to control leaming processes. Leaming for the organization 

also means that both parties must also be willing to shoulder responsibility and aocountability for 

learning outcomes which resulted fmm this dependent relationship. Garrison's (1 997) posits 

relating ta the teacher-leamer transaction and its operationalization in the workplace can be 

further explained by considering the tenets of leamership. 

Leamership is a concept wbich connects the organization, its management leaders, and 

its employees in ternis of shared responsibility to meet one anothets needs as a means to 

continuously manage and monitor leaming processes required to effect organizational 

effectiveness and efficiency. Although not explicitfy iintroduced in the Merature, its tenets are 

supported by Garrison (1 997; 1997), Bierema (1 996), Medina (1 995), Callendar (1 992), Brockett 

and Hiemstra (1985), and Tough (1971), cited in Caffarella (1986). Self-direded leaming in the 

wwkplace a n  only be operationalized successfulfy if exewtives and ernployees are respansible 

and accountable for leaming outcomes equally. Consequently, an organization wtiich is built on 

leamership has both executives and employees acting as stewards for leaming for the 

organization. 



Leamership is also predicated upm interrelationships between leaming philosophies, 

management philosophies, and seff-direded learning. As Brockett (1 994) indicated, seff-directed 

leaming is not wholfy dependent upon the operationaIization of only one set of unique tenets. 

Employee's abilities to be seif-direct& are dependent upon organizational tendencies to put 

humanistic, mgnitivist, and social leaming philosophies into practice, in conjundion with 

Theory Y management and participative management perspectives. Consequently, executives 

and employees need ta becorne farniliar with how these posits affect leaming adivities in the 

workptace, Quality leamership, then, is based upon executives' and employees' abilities to attain 

knowledge in this regard and ta appl y this knowfedge in the wntext for whict, seif-direciedness 

and SDt are to be operationalized. 

2, Under the tenets of Theory Y management (Certo, 1997; Schennerhom et al., 1997; 

Starke & Sexty, 1998; Wright et al., lm), ernployees need to enter into selfdireded leaming 

with the authority to mntrol their learning processes. It was evident that ernployees brought with 

them self-motivation to be self-directed leamers; they M e  ready to engage in selfdiredeci 

leaming to meet organizational goals, and executives also knew this to be true. Consequently, 

employees needed authority to control the operationalization of their selfdirectedness in tenns 

of being able to implement their selfdirected leaming plans- Authority to controt personal 

learning was the factor which boosted employees' willingness to shoulder more responsibility 

and awuntability. Based upon employees' charaderistics and subsequent predifections !O use 

selfdirected leaming to rneet their persona! learning needs and organizational goals, authority to 

control feaming is required first 

3. Process theones of motivation for leaming, such as expectancy theory, cannot be 

considered in isdation ftom content theories of motivation in the context of The Companfs 

workplace. Employees' goals must be hig hly congruent with those of the otganization before they 

will enter into self-directed learning (Baskett, 1 993), and their goals are predicated upon 

satisfying their needs, Goal atteinment was underscored by the need to have participative 

management, decentralized decision making, hvo-way communication, and access to information 



operationalized in the workplace. When these needs were fùtfilled satisfadorily, equal learning 

partnerships between employees and management were created. ln doing so. their needs for 

equitable and appropriate leaming recognition and rewards also need to be considered. If 

employees' needs are not met in mis regard, it is more likely that they will not be seff-direded to 

create goals wtiW are congruent with those of the organization. Aithwgh Garrison's (1 997) SDL 

model addresses personal needs, it does not "go al1 the waf' to identify whether a hierarchy of 

leaming needs or wtrether the presence or absence of ceriain leami- needs (in the context of 

circumstances which facilitate the creation of leaming opportunities in fhe Company) influences 

engagement and persistence in seff-directed leaming. 

4. Self-directedness is different from selfdireded leaming (Baskett, 1993; Brocbtt, 

1994), and the way in which seffdirededness can be operationalized in the workplace can be 

explained by identifying cirwmstances which fuifil1 leamers' needs in this regard. The ability to 

be seff-direded is a prelude to the ability to create and impiement choims peftaining to self- 

direded leaming plans. 

5. Garrison's (1997) teacher-leamer transaction has application to the workplace, with 

limitations. With respect to the findings penaining to leaming refationships, employees need to 

be able to choose their leaming leader, whidi is not explicitly explained by Garrison's (1997) 

teacher-ieamer transaction or the Iiterature on rnenton'ng (Fritz, 1997; Gailbraiüi & Cohen, 1997; 

Haney, 1997). The leaming leader is chosen based on his or her willingness to m a n a g e  and 

co-monitor learning processes in addition to k i n g  approachable, interested in alternative points 

of view, trusting, and tnistworthy. Based upon the findings generated in mis study, the 

subsequent conciusion is that leaming relationships which successfully promote employees' 

leaming for the workplaw need to be predicated upon ernployees' ctroiœs to select the 

appropriate learning leader who they perceive will meet their Ieaming needs. 

6. The la& of formality in assessing both employees' and executives' feaming is more 

likely to result in situations wfiere important leaming for the organization is not completed and is 

more likely to result in instances of control collisions, inequality, and inequity (Bierema, A 996; 



Caffarella, 1 994; Certo, 1997; Cosgrave & Speed, 1995; Fownes, 1997; Gayle, 199û; Geber, 

1995; tianey, 1997; Hams, 1998; Knowies, 1989; Mager, 1985; Scfterrnerhom et al., 1997; 

Starke & Sexty, 1998; Wright et al., 1996; Zemke, 1998; Zemke & Zemke, 1995). Employeesl 

and organizational needs are mure likely to be met amtinuousfy with the inclusion of some 

monitoring system for learning so that comanagernent and moni to r ing  of learning can be 

facil itated without wrbing employees' seifdirectedness (Biererna, 1 996). 

7. Access to information is the key to motivating setfdirected employees to mate and 

implement seff-directed leaming pians (Gam-son, 1997a; 1997b). The findings show tttat without 

access to information, ernployees were less Iikely to enter into self-directed leaming for two main 

reasons. Çirst, they were not able to determine what was needed to selfinanage their leaming 

processes. Second, a la& of infomation built employees' perceptions that they were not trusted 

to make decisians at strategic levels of organizational developrnent planning, Wich undemined 

their propensity to act as stewards in this regard (Schermerhom et al., 1997; Starke & Sexty, 

1998; Wright et al., 1996). Access to information motivated employees to shoulder mare 

responsibility and accountability for their leaming. 

8. The tenets pertaining to the job characteristics theory (Schemerfiorn et al., 1997) 

have strong application to employees' learning for the workplace. If leaming jobs are to be 

satisfying, leamers must perceive that these jobs have high degrees of autonomy, task 

significance, task identity, skill vanety, and feedback. 

9. Organizational growth plays a role in determinhg the extent to which participative 

management, decentralized decision making, two-way communication, and recognition and 

rewards are operationalized to support employees' Ieaming jobs (Biererna, 1996; Sctiennerhorn 

et al., 1997). The more executives are obsessed with growth, the less Iikely it is that they have 

the time to interad with ernployees, and the less Iikely it is that management will contribute to the 

enhancement of ernpfoyeesl leaming jobs. 

10. The Company was more likely to reward empfoyees for knowing than for leaming 

itself (Spikes, 1995). In The Company, "proven" leamen were those employees who attained 



high levek of knowledge which beneited the organization. Consequently, they were more likely 

to be rewarded with more learning opportunities. Under the tenets of Theory Y management 

philosophy, al1 employees should be considered as mature and comptent (Arms, 1957; cited 

in Starke & Sexty, i998) leamers who n w d  recognition and rewards in this respect, regardless 

of their tenure, helpfulness, and long-term vaiue to The Company- It is more likely that unproven 

leamers will become proven leamers when they are treated equitably. 

The mem existence of recognition and rewards was not enough to satisfy ernployees' 

needs in this regard; they also had to be appropriate in tems of meeting individualized needs. 

The perception of inequity on behaff of some FLG members was due in part to the executives' 

realization that al1 employees could not be treated in the same way (Ham's, 1998). Huwever, this 

did not mitigate executives' pradices of "bending the rules" in tems of how they aquired scarce 

cornpany resources for their own leaming. 

11. There were gaps in the literature pertaining to the interdependence of human 

resource management theory and aduit leaming theory as they are operationalized in the context 

of leaming for the workplaœ (Caffarella & Caffarella, 1986; Certo, 1 997; Gagne & Medsker, 

1996; Gamson, 1997; 1997; KnowIes, 1989; Marsick 8 Watkins, 1993, f 996; Merriam & 

Caffarella, 1991 ; Rothwell & Sredl; 1992; Schermertiorn et al., ? 997; Stark8 8 Sexty, 1 998; 

Watkins, 1995; Watkins & Mersick, 1992; Wright et al., 1996). Generally speaking, theories 

pertaining to the management of human resources apply to how adult leaming theory can be put 

into use in the workplace. Adult leaming theory serves to show how and why leamers are 

predisposed to being seifdireded in leaming for the organization. In tems of leaming for the 

workplace, these concepts are adually interdependent This co-dependency points to the 

subsequent conclusion that it is more likely that practitioners of adult ducation in the 

workpla-ose involved in maintaining organizational leamership-would be able to 

understand why and how leaming occurs if adult leaming theory were to be explained in the 

pariance of human resource management 



On the basis of the conciusions reached in a i s  study, the following section discusses 

four main recomrnendations for pmdice and two recomrnendations b r  ttieory. 

Recommendations for Practica 

Based upon the findings and condusions in this study, the firçt recornmendation relates 

to the subject of monitoring systems. Had there been ways and means to mntinuously measure 

both executives' and ernployees' interventions in leaming for the workplace, the anomalies 

pertaining to control collisions, inequality, and inequity might have been elirninated. The 

literature supported the inclusion of some type of system which specifically targets issues 

surrounding activities that satisfy employees' and the organization's leaming needs. k is 

because of these difierences that sudi systems are required. If they are administered properfy- 

that is, collaboratively between executives and employees-monitoring systems will help to 

ensure that both parties are fuifilling their negotiated roles in ternis of leamership. 

The second recornmendation for pradice further relates to the issue of leamership. In 

order for exeartives and employees to kifly understand and operationalize the intricacies 

associated with self-dirededness and selfdireded leaming, these leaming leaders must main 

more knowledge pertaining to management of human resources and to adult leaming theory. 

Further, they must synthesize this knowledge in a manner whicti furthers leaming in the wntext 

of their warkplace. To this end, I suggest that each of nie Company's staff members be 

responsi ble for researching, presenting , and leading discussions on aduk leaming theory as it 

can be operationalized in their workplace. 

With respect to practice, the third recornmendation is to have executives and employees 

specifically state what their leaming needs are as a means to detemine the circumstances for 

goal congruency between individual leamers and the organization so that subsequent goal 

attainment can be schieved to benefit employees and The Company. 



The fourth, and final, recommendation for pradice relates to rewarding employees for 

%nowÏng" rather than leaming. Employees m o  are new to an organization might not be able to 

break into the cycle of leaming support as it was operationalüed in The Company because they 

rnight be perceived by exewtives to be less mature and competent. These circumstances 

confradict the tenets of Theory Y management philosophy because new personnel have most 

iikeiy brought with them the desire and competency to be self-directed leamers for the 

organization at the start of their employment relationship. However, the findings indicate that new 

personnel are less likely to receive more Iearning oppurtunities until they become proven 

leamers, but they cannot berne proven leamers unless they receive boîh extraordinary and 

ordinary resources to do so. This "Catch-22 situation adually minimizes rather than rnaxirnizes 

an ernployee's motivation to take responsibility and be acmuntable for using se#'-directeci 

learning for the organization, because his or hsr propensity to act on behaff of the organization 

might not be supported by executives until much iater in the organization-employee relationship. 

Recommendations for Theoty 

Under this heading, recommendations for theory have more to do with identifying the 

cirwmstances wbicb 1 see wiil attend to the co-dependency of management theory and adult 

leaming theory and ihis relationship's ifluence on seif4irectedness and selfdirected leaming in 

the workpiace- To this end, two main recommendations to üieory are pmvided. 

As was noted in the "Conclusions" section of this study, there is a gap in the literature 

pertaining to h m  selfdirectedness and SDL can be operationalized in the workplace. 

Employees needs in terms of the cinwmstances required to facilitate seif-dirededness and seif- 

directed leaming have not been fully expiained &y the literature thus far. Consequently, I suggest 

that research pertaining to the interdependence of management theory and aduft leaming theory 

be pursued because, unduubtedly, there seems to be a relationship h t w w n  these two 

canstructs. 



Whereas the intent of this study was not to examine specific learning needs, the 

conclusions drawn from the research at hand point to the possibility that content theories of 

motivation a h  have strong application to setfdirected leaming for the workplaœ in conjunction 

with the process theory of expedancy. Further research in this area might serve to augment 

Garrisn's (1 997) SDL model, specifically. 

The findings fram this study suggest that there might be e leaming needs hierarclly 

which has not been identifid in the fiterature. Figure 6.1 illustrates possible parallels be-n 

Maslow's theory and the factors which were found to constitute leaming opportunities in The 

Company. 

Maslow's theory Learnfng needs hierarchy 

Figurie 6.1. MasloMs theory and possible parallels to a leaming needs hierarchy. 

Participative management was described by the respandents as a basic learning need, 

because without it ernpioyees wouid not be able to antribute to decision-making processes 

regarding management of theif leaming. In the Company, participative management was 

constituted by two-way communication, Wich Ieads to rny speailation that within each major 

category there might also be subsets of needs which are to be fulfilled. 

Employees' need to take risks in safe environments is likely paralle1 to Maslovts safety 

needs because both have to do with the individual's perception that he or she is free from 



ps ychologicai or physical harm (Sbrke & Sexty, 1 998). When The Company's employees felt 

safe, they were more Iikely tu enter into leaming relationships wïth executives- When an 

employee did not fgel safe, he or she fell back into the participative management stage of the 

leaming needs hierarchy to reamfinn knowledge that he or she was able to control personal 

leaming. 

Finaliy, leaming relationships seern to intersect with Maslow's conceptualization of social 

needs because it is here where employees met their needs to beiong to a group which 

continually shared infonnation. it is possible that the need for access to information might also 

have applicability at this level, because wïthout it, employees were not free from psychological 

harm; management thought ttiey were t w  immature to make competent decisions. 

The findings from this study did not suggest the existence of parallels to Maslow's 

esteem and self-actualization needs for the leaming needs hierarchy. Continued research in this 

area wouid serve to enhance information surrounding my speculations in this respect, wfiile 

adding to the literature regarding potential applications of Maslow's theory to leaming for the 

workplaœ. 

Persona! Reflections 

Generally speaking, the findings pointed to anomalies to Ttie Company's otherwise 

careful and successful consideration of employees' needs to be self-directed and to implernent 

their self-directed leaming plans as a means to improve and increase organizational 

effectiveness and efficiency. Consequently, I believe that this organization, its executives, and its 

ernployees have, for th8 most part, fuif~lled ttieir leamership roies admirably. Specifically, these 

executives have applied their knowiedge to motivate and enable employees to leam for the 

organization by affording these leamers the authority ta control their leaming processes. 

Consequently, employees have becorne more responsible and accountable for leaming which 

motivates executives to meet employees' needs on an ongoing basis. The existence of shared 

authority and control means that employees' and managers' adivities in this regard are seif- 



reinforcing. Thete was no evidence to support executives' practiœ of scientific or mechanistic 

philosophies, either for employees' wark or their leaming for work. In my estimation, The 

Company was fully entrenched in modem management pradices for work and for leaming, a 

finding Wicb I found to be refreshing in Iight of rny experiences in organizations which were 

teacher-centered and wtiich overly direded employees' leaming. Consequently, 

recornmendations for pradice were offered to enhance what was already activated in The 

Company* 

Although 1 was incIined to believe that overdirection of employees' leaming in the 

workpface led to their unwillingness and inability to leam for the organization, the adivities 

sumunding the completion of this study tell me why these situations ocairred, in more specific 

tens. It is my sincere hope that other managers who have experienced fmstration because their 

employees are not applying M a t  the organiratiori has taught them take heed, if not for their own 

benefit, then for the benefit of the employees and the organization as a whole. 
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Appendix A: Letter of Introduction to The Company 

Date: 

To: 

From: Cheryl Boychuk 

The content of this document will give you a general briefing about why I am so interested in 
your company. 1 am hoping that you will allow me to work with you and your company to 
complete a project under the supervision of the University of Alberta. f am currently trying to 
complete my thesis research on teaming Opportunities in the Workplace, as a Masters of Adult 
and Higher Education student. 1 would Iike to work with your cornpany because of your recent 
achievement in winning the Jean B. Forest award, which shows that them is a high level of 
knowledge about the concept of learning in your workplace. Congratulations! 

I wanted to be in this academic program because 1 have experience and interest in working with 
different facets of human resource development, induding adult leaming. For over fen years, f 
worked as a supervisor and manager of different departments of ED TEL (pre-Telus). Parts of my 
various portfolios were to help design and deliver training and various educational prograrns to 
intemal and extemal customers. Regardless of the many other tasks that I had to complete, the 
teaching components were afways my favorite. 

While working for ED TEL, I acquired a Bachelor of Commerce Degree from the UofA and a 
certificate in Management Studies fmm Grant MacEwan College. Enrolling in this rnasters 
program has given me the opportunity to meld aduIt learning with business. That is why leaming 
in the workplace is of interest to me. 1 think that people engage in leaming at work when they feel 
that an opportunity anses. What i want to find out, is what constitutes a learning opportunity, 
from people who know wtiat leaming is. From an academic perspective, I want fo be able to test 
theories surrounding adult leaming. From a practical angle, I want to leam more about h m  to 
help adults leam. My goals are to teach human resource development at a post secondary 
education institution and to consult with businesses to help create and deliver educational 
programs for their clients. Therefore, my responsibility is to leam as much as I can about H a t  1 
want to do. 

I think that having the opportunity to be involved with an organization which has an inclination to 
looking toward the future will add to my own and others' education. Your company has 
completed many of the pivotal steps required for furthering knowledge of aduft learning. 
Contributions to research will help academia and the leaming cummunity in general, gain a 
better understanding of the importance and impad of leaming in the workplace. On the next 
page, you wifl find an outline of how the researcb wifl be operationalized. 

I am hoping that you will give me permission to work with you in this endeavor. Please caniact 
me at (403) 467-4953 by telephone or fax or at e-mail address wind47@planeLeon.net, if you 
have any questions. Thank you for your consideration. 

S incerely, 

Cheryl Boychuk 



Appendix B: Research Ouüine Provided to The Company 

Research Ouüine 

1 will be the primary data collecter and analyzer. To start, I would like to job shadow a person 
who you befieve is the most knowledgeable about The Company and who would Iike to spend 
some time orienting me. Within a perÎod of no more than five conseartive workdays, or the 
duration that you recummend, I will simply observe what is happening and take notes. I may ask 
questions about the situation at hand, but my intent is to watch and Iisten rather than becorne an 
active participant in any conversations. The first part of the data colledion then, is to find out 
about the nature of the business and the roles and responsibilities of the ernployees, as a means 
to detemine wtio the respondents for the interviews be. I do not plan on directly interacting 
with any of your clients. 

1 would Iike to have al1 employees consent to being potentially involved in the observation period. 
Therefore, before the observation pend commences, I will ask al1 employees to sign an 
Informed Consent Fonn. If any individual does not sign, that means that anything he or she says 
or does will not be recorded or included in the thesis. if anyone provides consent and then 
changes his or her mind, that person can opt out of the study. Opting out rneans that 
cuntributions will not be publistied in the thesis. 

The primary data collection segment will consist of interviewing some of fhe Company's 
employees. During the observation period, 1 will select a maximum of five and ptivately, ask them 
if they wish to be interviewed at a fater date. An Informed Consent F o n  for Interviews will be 
used, here. The interviews are expected to take approximately 45 minutes. They wilf be 
conducted away From the company setting to ensure that confidentiality is maintained. if an 
individual who is interviewed decides to opt out of the study, he or she may do so by contading 
me. 

In order to address the ethical aspects of the research, al1 mal names of al/ participants will be 
disguised using pseudonyrns in any M e n  documentation or verbal discussions. Any public 
documents denved from working with your company will be witten in a manner to conceal 
participants' identities. Therefore, the extent ta Wich you participate in this study and the 
content of your contributions wili onfy be knom to me. All contributions, whether made during 
the observation period, the interview or both wilJ be kept stridly confidential, by me. 

After the data has been collected it will be analyzed and then written about in an approved thesis 
format. The entire thesis production process wiJl be dosely monitored by professionals at the 
University of Alberta, so 1 can guarantee that a quality produd will resuft 

If you have any questions, please contact me at telephone or fax number (403) 467-4953 or at e- 
mail address wind47@planet.eon.net. Thank you for your consideration. 



Appendix C: fntenriew Schedule for Executives 

Interview Schedule for Executive Managers 

Building Rapport 

1. How did you get to be in this business? 

2. What are your roles and responsibilities? 

3. What is your educatioml background? 

Leaming 

4. Describe any leaming objectives that you have for your employees. 

5. What do you think motivates your employees to leam? 

6. What does a person need to Ieam to work hem? 

7. How does a person know that they have to leam? 

8. How do you help your employees leam? 

9. What keeps employees from fearning? 

1 O. How is leaming reqnized? 

Leaming Opportunities 

1 1. What are the characteristics of a Ieaming opportunity? 

12. How are leaming opportunities created? 



Appendix D: interview Sc hedules for Front-Line Employees 

Interview Schedule for Front-Line Employees 

Building Rapport 

1. What year were you bom in? 

2. What is your educational background? 

3. What are your roles and responsibilities at work? 

4. How long have you worked here? 

5. Why are yau still working hem? 

Leaming 

6. What learning objectives do you have to meet? 

7. What motivates you to meet these objectives? 

8. H m  does this carnpany help you leam? 

9. What keeps you from leaming? 

10. How is leaming recognized? 

Leaming Opportunities 

1 1 What are the charaderistics of a leaming opportunity? 

12. How are leaming opportunities ueated? 




